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1.	 INTRODUCTIONa
P I This is the final report on Contract NAS5-20511 with the
Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA. 	 The program's objectives are
3i •
to define, analyze and test schemes to provide variable magnification
in the image section of the television sensor for the Large Space 	 {
Telescope (LST). 	 The reference sensor for the study is the
E -
Westinghouse WX32193 SEC camera tube.	 The work statement defined the
p following five tasks:
Task 1
Perform a parametric study relating magnetic field
pattern and electron optic trajectories with special
emphasis on aberrations and distortions for different
field configurations.
i Task 2
I.
Provide the design for a system incorporating solenoids
{ external to the sensor to allow photocathode to target
magnifications of 1X and 4X (nominal values).
'r
h^ 1.1
jTask 3
Analyze in explicit terms the interaction of the
solenoids controlling magnification and those
producing the focus within the image section. How must
{
the focus field be altered as the magnification is
changed (in discrete steps).
k	 Task 4
	
a
Demonstrate the imaging properties of the proposed design
_t
utilizing a laboratory test camera system expressing
i	
3i	 the results in terms of the rnodulation transfer function
(MTF) for edge and central image plane. Field distor-
tions shall be quantitatively expressed.
h
Task 5
i Power requirements including stability, range, and ripplei
t
content shall be specified.	 Environmental effects j
particularly thermal perturbation caused by the '_
electronic magnification system shall be investigated
^.	 9
and described.
The LST application involves the TV transmission of star-
field images and high resolution spectra, over a range of wavelengths
a } from 100 to 1000 nm.	 This will require the use of more than one camera. ?
_.	 3
As extremely low light levels are involved, an image will be integrated
^_
on the SEC target of a tube for a period of minutes to many hours before
s
read-out with a single slow scan of several seconds duration.
	 The ability s	 `°
5	 -^
1
to zoom from unit magnification to 4X magnification in the sensor is seen J
v, I
t.t
1.2
i
^, x
^F
'i
j
^r
}^4 •	 t11{Q i	 j
i
as an economical method of increasing the flexibility of the
instrument, permitting effectively a choice of f number to suit a
particular observation.
The WX32193 is a magnetically focussed camera tube with a
large SEC (Secondary Electron Conduction) target, 2" by 2.2" (nominal f
image field 50 x 50 mm). 	 It was designed for nominally unit magnifica-
tion in the image section, and employs a direct beam read-out section
bused on an orthodox vidicon design.	 It can be manufactured with glass
or magnesium fluoride input windows, as appropriate to the wavelength
a
i
:'s
range of application. 	 The slow-scam read-outmode of operation permits
—
+ high resolution to be achieved.	 This is characterized by a current
working figure of 50% response at 20 line-pairs/mm for the modulation
1 transfer function (MTF).	 In its standard operating mode the tube employs
a nominal 80 gauss magnetic field for focussing both image and reading
sections.	 In a preliminary investigation, J. L. Lowrance has shown(1^
that the use of a booster coil in front of the tube to strengthen the field
i
at the photocathode can -give_a magnification of 2.7 in the image section.
i .... 3
The approach adopted to tasks 1, 2, and 3 of the work state-
r
ment is computational, employing a well-established computer program
package that has been developed at"-D Research Laboratories in recent
years. (2)
	These programs permit accurate computational modelling of ?
'f electrode and coil configurations, and produce output of the main electron- }
E optical imaging properties in a concise form.	 Their use provides a
r^ rapid "turnaround" between design concept and performance evaluation, which
is very advantageous for exploratory work.
	
A brief outline of the programs
is given in Appendix 1.	 The experimental work of tasks 4 and 5 was
^ 1.3
3	 '
I
3
1 a^
E
i v
R
broadened to include the manufacture and testing of image intensifier
tubes with phosphor viewing screens, in addition to camera tube
demonstration. The reason is that imaging assessment is more accurate
by direct viewing than by camera-tube read-out, due to fewer variables
in the system. In addition, as camera tube testing had to be carried
out on special test-sets-at U Tube Division in Elmira, it was felt that
an image tube test system set up at the Research Laboratories would
facilitate interaction between the computational and experimental programs.
The work reported falls into three main parts, computational, image tube
testing, and camera tube testing. These are dealt within order in Section
3, 4, and 5.
The principal result of the computational study is a clear
definition of the form of magnetic field distribution necessary to achieve
magnification in the range 3X to 4X. Coil systems to establish the
required field shapes were builL, and buth image intensifiers and camera
tubes were operated at high magnification. The experiments confirmed that
such operation is practical and can provide satisfactory image quality.
The main problem is identified as heating of the photocathode due to
concentration of coil power dissipation in that vicinity. Suggestions
for overcoming this problem are made. The conclusions and recommendations
are given in greater detail in Sections 7 and 8.
f
T
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2. ELECTRON OPTICS BACKGROUND
The purpose here is to establish some basic concepts to
assist understanding of the main body of the report, and to collect
together important equations and definitions for later reference.
1	
Magnetic focusing - The image intensifier focusing relation is
1
I	
1/2e	 Zfn = 10.6 n VT	 /B	 (2.1)
f
a	 for the n-loop focal length (cm) where V T
 is the final (target) voltage,
j	 and B is the magnetic field strength (gauss), both fields being assumed
to be uniform. In this report n = 1, there being no particular
advantages offered by multi-loop focusing. For non-uniform field
distributions the constant on the right changes-but the form of the
relationship remains if B represents field strength at some particular
point (say B for the value	 4
'$	
	
c	  at the photocathode). The constant can be 	 4
established for given shapes of the two field distributions, and Equation
(2.1)
	
is of general utility for calculating the effects of scaling the
absolute values of the fields, e.g., to maintain a given focal length at
twice the magnetic field strength requires ` four times the target voltage.
Magnification and radial distortion -
	 The ray-tracing computer program
traces a principal ray from a point on the object (photocathode) to a
point on the image and calculates a magnification M defined as
` 2.1
r
M = out
rin
(2.2)
1
the ratio of the radial coordinates of image and object points. This
is a function of r. If M(r) is the magnification at radius r, the
percentage radial distortion D{r) is defined by
D(r) = 100[M(r)/M(0) - 1]
	 (2.3)
M(0) being the paraxial magnification. In this report magnification is
to be taken as meaning M(0) unless otherwise stated. It is emphasized that
D is not a coefficient, but a function of r, because in the large-area
imaging involved in image tubes, aberrations are usually not restricted to
third-order. The complete aberrations must be considered, and these can-
not be characterized by simple coefficients. Values of D quoted in this
report usually refer to the corner of the image field of interest, i.e.
r
out - 3.5 cm (note that the value of r in corresponding to this depends on
the magnification of the particular case being discussed).
Rotation and S-distortion - Figure 2.1 shows a view of the e1
optical system looking in the positive direction along the axis
Let the origin of coordinates be the center of the object plane
the imaging of the x-axis. A point with coordinate x  images i
coordinates x l ,yl and the rotation is defined by
`^ a
tan	 yl/xl
This is a function of x and so the line'imaQP is rurved as sli
Usually the term rotation is used in this report to mean the paraxial value
^o shown in Figure 2.1. The variation of with r at the output is the
2.2	
,4
^1 fI
S-distortion. The total angular error 4 at radius r is defined
as
A^ = ^(r) - $ o	 (2,5)
Values quoted for this will usually refer to the corner point rout
3.5 cm. Unlike the radial distortion, the S-distortion is in many
cases observed to be dominated by the third-order contribution, as a
result of which A ^ is almost proportional to r 2 , so that a coefficient
S can be defined by
= Sr 
2
out
In some instances S (in raVcin2 ) is quoted instead of ^ ^.
Resolution -	 In an image-intensifier resolution is influenced by
statistical properties of the spectral distribution of the incident radia-
tion and the energy distribution of the photoelectrons. These present a
complex problem, a rigorous solution of which can only be valid for
specifically defined operating conditions,and must be expressed in the
k
i
(2.6)
i, w_.	 form of a point-spread function. To avoid these complications the computer
program used in this study makes use of the concept of a typical electron
^E
}	 emission energy e, corresponding to emission velocity v, in order to
.i	
quantify in a simple way the important electron-optical effects relating
'	 to resolution: At the first-order focus on the axis of the imaging system
Ll the size of the confusion disk is dominated, by the chromatic aberration,
which is an effect of second-order in v the emission velocity (i.e.,
proportional to emission energy e)	 The confusion disk diameter can be
}
'	 written
j
?	
2.3r
11
I^
t
do = 2e/(eE)
	
(2.7)
where E is the electric field strength at the object point. 	 This is
the disk size referred to the object (photocathode)
	
(Note:	 E/e ti
- expresses the emission energy in volts).	 To derive the disk size at the
l
image this would be multiplied by M.	 Equation (2.7) is the calculation
done by the computer program but, to make the result more immediately t
meaningful, it is inverted and expressed as limiting resolution in line-
pairs/mm.	 Use of the same value for c in all computations allows mean-
t,
ingful comparisons to be made between computations of different cases.
Experience has shown that these results can further be ruu hly related to
practical results for visible-response photocathodes by choice of the
3
value e = 0.2 electron volts.	 It must be stressed that these are strictly
"ballpark" estimates and that they refer to electron optical capability ?
only, with no allowance for other components in the system, such as the j
phosphor screen of an intensifier tube.
i
At points off axis, in the plane of the paraxial focus, there is
a contribution to the confusion disk that is of first-order with respect
to v (i.e. proportional to e1/2), which can be written
1/2 
E
d1 = cljeE l	 (2.8)
/!
where cl is a function of r.	 For a given object point the computer
program computes c l , and hence dl , in the course of tracing the principal
ray.	 It then combines this disk with the chromatic disk according to the
X
formula
2.4
S
SIB ^._ ..
9kwl
3.
d	 (d00 + d1)1/2	
(2.9)
to obtain the total disk diameter estimate.
	 Close to the axis, d l is
negligible and d is effectively equal to do .	 Typically d 1
 increases
quite rapidly with 
rin and becomes dominant at the edges of the field.
In considering the question of resolution variation with tube operating
voltage V it should be noted from equations (2.7) and (2.8) that d o and
/2d1 vary inversely as V and V 1 respectively.	 Hence the center resolu-
^ s
'
/2,tion varies directly as V while edge resolution will vary usually as V1
j .
=} with points between varying at a rate intermediate between the two.
Fi
As well as being a function of 
rin, c 1 is dependent on the
direction of electron emission in the object plane--the astigmatic
+ effect.	 For each object point the computer program carries out the
process described for the two cases of radial and tangential emission
^s
directions, and expresses the results as the limiting resolution estimates
a. for tangential and radial lines respectively. 
.1
1
2.5 
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t 3.	 COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
' A'i	 The reference sensor is an existing camera tube of
essentially fixed design, and so work is restricted mainly to 	 1,
* 41
r	 manipulating the image by means of electromagnetic coils around the
'	 image section, while maintaining the standard uniform E-field
4k	
distribution. Consideration of the use of non-uniform E-field
distributions is of secondary importance, and is described separately
in Section 3.8. The order of the following sub-sections represents
a compromise between a logical and a chronological presentation.
t
E	
}
1
1
i
ti`	 1
i
r	
,r
3.1
t
s	 ^
r j
t3.1	 E-Field Com uter Model
Figure 3.1 ,shows the electrode model used to compute the
a
electrostatic field distribution in the WX32193 image section (see
Figure 6.1).	 The interior walls of the ceramic section of the tube
s^	 are all coated with a conducting l ay r g	 	 (chrome oxide) which pro bides 	 k,.
P	 a very high resistance leakage path from cathode to target, prevent-
q1	
ing charge build-up. 	 The electrode voltages are imposed externally by
a high resistance potential divider, and the conductive coating is
assumed to setup a linear variation of electrostatic potential at the
wall between eachpair of adjacent electrodes. 	 As the Kovar washers are
i^
thin, this arrangement is capable of a very high degree of field
uniformity, provided the applied electrode voltages are proportional to
distance from the cathode (throughout this report voltages and electro-
static potential are measured with respect to the photocathode as zero).
R	
''	 The most significant disturbance of field uniformity would arise from
the center cylindrical copper section in which the exhaust tubula'tion is
k	 mounted.
kl	
__.
i` 5	 In view of the high degree of field uniformity, the computer model
y	 z
}	 is set up with a rather coarse relaxation net of 2..74 mesh/cm which is
;
n
shown superimposed in Figure 3.1. The computational origin is the center
of the cathode, relative to which the target is represented at z = 32.2 mesh,j
corresponding to the original design dimension 11.8 cm, This was held
'p	 throughout most of the computational study, although the cathode-target
design figure increased slightly during the project as a result of
constructional modification, reaching the value '12.8'cm in the third image
^	 y
3.2
as
i
s
i
intensifier built. The washer electrodes are represented as thin, and
s
the relative potential settings shown in the figure are calculated in
proportion to ; , -coordinate. The relative electrode potentials establish
the field shape, absolute voltage level being important only for ray
tracing. At mesh points on the outer wall represented by the dotted
line, linear potential variation between electrodes was impressed. As
expected, the field solution obtained was highly uniform over the active
region of the tube (out to r 9-mesh), showing just slight disturbance
close to the central cylindrical electrode. This solution was used as the
i
"k	 standard for the entire study, except for that part specifically concerned
t
with the effect of non-uniform E-fields described in Section 3 8 Ra
tracing tests performed early-iii the project indicated the degree of E-
t	
field non-uniformity in the standard solution to be practically negligibleE
•!	 _may
(see Section 3.3). In fact, advantages might have been obtained by
r	 building this uniformity algebraically into the ray tracing computer program
9
in place of the standard interpolation procedures on the numerical solu-
tion.	 ay
a
3.2 B-Field Computation
The magnetic field configuration is defined to the ray tracing
S
	
	 program by specifying tt-.e on-axis field values at a set of evenly spaced
points by means of a data array BA. The computer program employs
numerical interpolation and__ differentiation on tivts array to generate the
field components at an arbitrary electron position via the expansion
	
E~
formulas given in Appendix A1.2.2. Three different ways are available for
setting up the array BA,-correspondingessentially to three different ver-
sions of the program:
3.3
(a)	 direct input
(b)	 algebraic definition
ij(c) solenoid system
(a)	 The field values at evenly spaced points along the axis
of the system are specified as data to the program.
	 These may be, for
example, empirical values, so that a means is provided for assessing the
imaging properties of a practical system as is described in Section 3.3.
Another possibility is that the data array is generated by a separate
computer program for magnetic field computation.
(b)	 The input of a relatively small number of parameters
defines an algebraic form for the axial field distribution, by means of
which the BA values are calculated.	 This method was devised for this
project as a convenient means of varying field shape in a general way,
A divorced from practical considerations of establishment of the field. 	 In
f.
Section 3.4 use is made of polynomial forms of different degrees up to 3.
Consider the cubic form
B 
z 
(z)	 Bc (1 + a1 z+a2 z2 + a3 z
3	 (3-1)
where Bc is the field at the photocathode (z 0). This form has
apparently 4 degrees of freedom corresponding to choice of the four
coefficients Bc9al9a
210
 a3* However, B
c
 is used by the program to establish
a paraxially focused condition at the operating voltage specified. It is
simply a scaling factor that adjusts the absolute level of the field with-
out affecting the shape of the distribution (the operating voltage of the
tube, also an input quantity to the ray tracing program, acts equivalently
3.4
' 	 S	 !
^ r
s
on the E-field as mentioned in Section 3.1). Thus, three degrees
of freedom remain to fix the shape of the axial magnetic field distribu-
tion. Inspection of equation 3.1 shows that a l is simply proportional
to the slope of the field at the cathode,
al = B'/Bc { = V)	 (3.2)
r,) 
I ft, 4
;t
As a2 and a3 are not very convenient the program is arranged to accept
instead two other parameters
^u	 b, - B1/BC
'	 where 
Bl 
and Bi are respectively the field and its gradient at a specified
on-axis point of coordinate z l .	 The input parameters b c ,b l , and bl N
4
are related to a l , a 2 ,a 3 by equation (3.2), together with two equations
_;
i
,.
that follow from (3.1).
bl _ 1 + alzl + a2Z12 + a3Z13	 (3.4)
bl _ al + 2a2z 1 + 3a3z12
The program uses the inverse of this transformation to obtain al,a2,a3,
and hence the data array BA.
Similar means are provided for setting up second and first degree
polynomial forms for B z .	 In the second degree case only the parameters bA
and b l are used, and in the linear case only the parameter bl.
k
h
3.5
MM
'G
f
^x
(c) The geometrical parameters and current densities for
one or more solenoids are specified and the program computes the axial
field solution as a preliminary task. This is a straightforward process
described elsewhere. 
(3) It is capable of accuracy limited only by that of
the solenoid data. This method provides a convenient means of relating
field shape and imaging properties to particular practical systems such as
those used in the camera and image tube tests conducted under this project.
However, it is not applicable if the field is affected by the presence
of ferromagnetic material (the latter problem may be handled by a relaxation
type program similar to that used in E-field computation - see Section 3.5).
3.3 Preliminary Assessment of Normal Operating Mode
At the start of the computational study it was decided to make an
assessment of the image section performance in the design mode of opera-
tion. The standard Penntran focusing coil was operated with a current of
258 mA, without a tube in, and measurements made of the fieldstrength as a
function of position along -the axis of the system., The distribution
obtained is shown in Figure 3.2 (curve 1) where the z-coordinate is referenced
to the normal photocathode location at 1" from the front end of the coil. The
field strength displays a rather steep rise at the cathode. Readings from
this curve at l cm intervals were fed to version (a) of the ray--tracing
program.	 The more significant imaging properties estimated for the system
w are summarized by Figure 3.3 in which (a) shown the magnification M and
distortion D, and (b) shows the limiting resolution, all as functions of image	 r
n
point radius at the target. Magnification is slightly less than 0.9 at the
center and increases all the way to the edge.	 At 3 cm radius the distortion
z
3.6
level is close to 4% and is likely to be above 5% in the corner of our
image field (r = 3.5 cm, not included in this particular computer run).
This is at the high end of what is usually considered to be an acceptable
distortion range and implies a visually noticeable pin-cushion effect.
Figure 3.3 (b) shows the limiting resolution capability falling very
sharply outside of the paraxial imaging region. Beyond l cm radius this
is likely to be a significant limiting factor in overall camera tube
performance.
These results raise the question as to what extent the image
faults are attributable to the magnetic field distribution_ or to slight
imperfections in the E-field discussed in Section 3.1. Therefore, the
computation was repeated with a perfectly uniform magnetic field. In this
case, over the same image area, the distortion was found to be below 0.1%,
and the limiting resolution above 160 line-pairs/mm - practically perfect
	 4
image uniformity. Hence, the imaging non-uniformities displayed in Figure
3.3 are entirely due to themagnetic field shape, in particular the steep
rate of change at the cathode surface.
Returning to Figure 3.2, curve 2 shows the results of a further 	 g
experiment with the Penntran coil conducted late in the program, this
Y
time with an open-ended camera tube in position. The current reading in
this case was 250 mA. The fact that the two curves were taken at dif-
ferent times by different operators leaves room for doubt about their
comparability, but there is obviously a suggestion that the field shape
may be quite noticeably modified by the presence of the Kovar elements inY	 p
the tube structure A check computation of imaging properties has been
	 y
3.7
1^	 rt-
Hmade using curve 2. The results, while,different in detail, are
qualitatively similar to those from curve 1. The conclusion is that
further design work is warranted to improve magnetic field uniformity
in the image section in the standard operating mode. The simple
expedient of locating the photocathode deeper in the Penntran coil, say
another 1", should improve' matters, but that ignores the requirements
of the reading section.
3.4 Study of Algebraically Defined B-Field
t
The magnification study proper was started by considering
general algebraic forms for the axial B-field shape, using version (b) of
the ray tracing program described in Section 3.2. The computer program
permits any polynomial form up to degree 3 to be used. Initially the
simplest case was chosen, of -a linear variation of magnetic field from a
value B  at the cathode to the value B T at the target.
3.4.1 Linear variation of B-field
As discussed in Section 3.2, a linear field variation implies
a one-parameter study. A single case is specified to the ray tracing
program by choice of the parameter b i BT/Bc , the ratio of field
strengths at target and cathode, the operating voltage being fixed. For
a given b 1 and operating voltage VT , there is a particular field strength
Bc that will produce a single-loop paraxial focus condition at the target.
vCorresponding to this focused condition there is a particular magnification
;:.	 value M. The ray tracing program conducts an iterative procedure to
3.8
ii
1	 t
`j
1	
P
establish the focus field B c , at the same time computing the
magnification M. Then, with B  at the paraxial focus value, it
computes the imaging properties at off-axis points specified by the
user.
The paraxial results for a range of values of b l are
summarized in Figure 3.4 which shows the variation of focus field Bc,
magnification M, and image rotation 0. The operating voltage assumed
1
t
4
r	
^'
is 8 KV, and the cathode-target distance z T = 11.8 cm.	 The case
b	 = 1 is the uniform field condition.	 As b- decreases, M, B	 and
1	 1
;t
c
` increase.	 At BT = 0 the value M = 1.72 obtains.	 The main region of
interest is where b 1 < 0, which implies that B T is reversed in direction.
s
0
M reaches a maximum of 2.3 where BT is approximately equal and opposite
` ( to B c .	 The focus field Bis in the region 120 to 130 gauss at this
I
C
peak.
	
Image rotation always occurs to some extent with non-unit magnifica-
tion.
	
Throughout this work uniform rotation has been regarded as of no s	 a
great consequence and is frequently omitted from the results that follow.
t In connection with the possible development of a zoom system, however, it
} should be appreciated that change in M will almost invariably involve
image rotation, which means that the orientation of the circular image g^
field at the target changes with respect to the scanning raster, so that
'. the image contents of the rectangular scanned area are not readily
predictable between one magnification and another.
^	
r
t
The off-axis properties for this series of results will not be
presented in detail.	 They are generally good in the region b 	 > - 1.0,
1
but to the left of the magnification peak in Figure 3.4 they deteriorate
rapidly.	 For example, between b l = -1 and bl	 - 1.25 the radial distortion
3.9
l changes from - 1% to -74%, and the S-distortion becomes greater than
4 radians (being the image rotation difference between center and edge).
In practice the useable image area would be too small to be of any value,
and so the region b  < -1 is considered to be of no practical interest.
The tentative proposition made from these results was that
equal and opposite field strengths at cathode and target might be a
good condition for the attainment of high magnification. Subsequent
i ^ experience has largely denied this, but it is mentioned to explain the
course of some of the work that follows. In fact, more attention
should probably have been paid to the parameter b' = B'/B c , a point
that will be developed later.
b	 3.4.2	 Parabolic B-field_
3
The study of a second degree variation for Bz (z) is a 2
6
parameter study, requiring for each case the selection of the parameters
br and V defined in Section 3.2. Systematic exploration of this two-
dimensional parameter space was not considered to be economically feas -
ible. Taking a lead from the results of the preceding section, the value
of b  was first set at 	 .75, close to, but safely to the right of, the
Ff	 ^^'
peak of the M curve in Figure 3.4. A series of computations was made for
different values of b e the results of which are summarized in the fol-
l F^'	 lowing table.
a,
'r
a
I
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F
^d
b'
c-
.149
-.17
-.20
-.22
-.25
B
( gauss)
124
129
135
139
Parabolic B-Field Distribution
1
M
b l = -.75, VT = 8 KV, z  = 11.8 cm
0	 D%	 S
(radians) 	 radians cm 2)
2.29 -1.08 +3.2 -.009
2.38 -1.22 +2.5 -.012
2.49 -1.38 -1.0 -.021
2.52 -1.49 -6.8 -.033
2.51
The values of M and BC are plotted against b e in Figure 3.5.	 The
first case in the table corresponds to the linear B-field case for this
value of bl, while the following cases follow a progressively steeper
field gradient at the cathode.	 Here the magnification reaches a peak of
k M = 2.5 at V _ - . 22.	 For steeper field gradients (b c < -.22) the image
r
' quality deteriorates very quickly, just as it does to the left of the
peak in the M curve in Figure 3.4.	 The magnification peak in this case
is somewhat higher than
	
that reached in the linear B-field study, and the
required focus field is correspondingly higher.
The chronological sequence of work proceeded from here to the g'
consideration of a cubic form for the B-field, the results of which are}
' described in the following section. 	 However, it is appropriate to include
here a second sequence of computations for the parabolic case which was
actually conducted later in the project.	 This sequence is for the fixed
value bl	0 (zero field strength at the target), still with 8 KV operat-
ing voltage.
	
The results are displayed in Figure 3.6 where (a) shows the
: focus field Bc and magnification, and (b) shows the distortions D and S, all
3.11
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as functions of b' . The results are generally similar to those already
presented, with M increasing as the cathode gradient steepens, to a maximum
beyond which image quality becomes unacceptable as the magnification decreases
again. In this case, however, a much higher magnification peak of 3.2 obtains,
f
J	 to the right of which, b' ti -.25, magnification of about 3 is attained with
quite low image distortions. In the latter case also the resolution uniformity
i
is estimated to be very good, with a corner value (rout = 3.5 cm) of better than
40 line-pairs/mm (referred to the photocathode, as are all resolution figures
quoted here unless specifically stated otherwise). The magnetic field distribit
tions for 3 cases in this sequence b' = -:2,- .25 and -.3, are zhown in Figure
i.
3.7. In each case the magnetic field reverses direction in the image section
and reverses again at the target, assuming the original direction in the reading
section of the camera tube: Best imaging occurs for a first reversal at about
4
5.5 to 6 cm from photocathode. Of all the algebraic forms studied, this set
'	 appears to represent the most promising basis for development of a practical system
with magnification greater than 3.
' 	 3.4.3 Cubic B-field
As :gin the parabolic case, no systematic search through the parameter space
'
(in this case 3-dimensional) could be contemplated. The approach adopted was to
take some more or less random stabs and try to detect significant trends. Influenced
.:	 by the results of the linear study (Section 3.4.1) the value of b was fixed at
_^	 1 1
- .75 while the parameters b
. 
and b' ( _ B'/B ) were varied. Some results for
C	 1	 T c
magnification as a function of bi are displayed in Figure 3.8 (a), where each curve
corresponds to a different value of b'. 	 Each curve has a maximum for some value
c
of bi, and the steeper the gradient b', the higher is the peak magnification attained.
As might be expected from description of earlier results, operating conditions to the
left of the peak values show unuseable imaging qualities. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the
variation of the distortion parameters with bA for the particular case
-1
V	 .35 cm	 Both D and S pass through zero but not, unfortunately, at the same
t	 k^
3.120
avalue of bl:	 It is worthy of record that the position of
zero S, b' =-.28 cm 1 was found to be constant over the
range of values of b' considered. For the case b' = -.35 cm 1g	 c	 c
Figure 3.9 shows the field configurations for the two extreme conditions
of bi	 .149 and -.35. At the time these results were obtained, the
latter case was singled out as being of particular interest. It can be
seen from Figure 3.8 to provide M_= 3 with possibly acceptable distortion
F'J
levels, and was also estimated to have extremely ,good resolution uniformity,
t ^^
maintaining better than 70 line-pairs/mm over the entire image field= This
interest reduced subsequently following consideration of power requirements,
a
and in view of developments from the parabolic cases of Figure 3.7 which
probably represent a better performance/power optimum.
4
3.4.4 Conclusions
	
r
The main conclusion drawn from this part of the study is that the
achievement of high magnification (M > 3) requires a strong magnetic field
at the cathode, with a high negative field gradient, causing the field
strength to decrease rapidly into the tube.	 Up to a point, the steeper the
field gradient the higher the magnification, but a maximum is reached at a
level dependent on the general form of the whole field shape. 	 Considering
the higher level attained in the parabolic and cubic forms as compared with
the linear form, it appears that -a positive second derivative is advantageous,
causing the curve to flatten out, as in Figures 3.7 and 3.9. 	 In this way ay
F
steeper gradient can be attained at the cathode, without the curve heading
straight down to zero so that the field reverses direction in close proximity
to the cathode.; The poor imaging associated with conditions to the left of
the peaks in the various magnification curves is attributed to-field reversal
too close to the cathode.
	 In the more favorable cases encountered the field
strength approaches zero in the vicinity of about 5 cm from the cathode and
3.13
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remains at low levels, positive or negative, in the central region of
the tube. Towards the target the field shape is less influential on M,
but can be important in determining other properties.
3.5 Preliminary Power Estimate - Effect of Iron
At an early stage in the project steps were taken to get some
appreciation of the coil power levels associated with the magnetic field
distributions being considered in the study of algebraically defined
B-field distributions. The case chosen for this purpose was the cubic form
characterized by parameter values bi -.75, b' = bi = -.35 cm 1 (see
Figure 3.9) which provides M = 3. At 8 KV operating voltage the field
strength for this case is B  = 154 gauss. In order to achieve this, and the
steep field gradient B' _ - 54 gauss/cm, it is necessary to position the
photocathode between a closely spaced pair of strongly opposing coils --
what can be loosely termed a "dipole" arrangement. The roughly antisym-
metric field condition at the other end _similarly requires'a second
such dipole straddling the target. The arrangement is shown schematically
in Figure 3.10. With this basic concept a series of optimization computa-
II
r	 ie	 n 8
1
r	 ,	 A
a.
'c
t^
M
tions was conducted using the Patternsearch technique (PAT. for short)
coupled with a subroutine for calculating the axial field distribution due
to a specified solenoid system in the absence of iron (i.e. ferromagnetic
material). The latter routine is essentially that mentioned in Section
3.2(c). An outline of this application of PAT is given in-Appendix 2.
Variables in this study were coil dimensions, positions, and strengths 	 j
I
(current density), although not all were varied ina single computation.
Constraints were imposed to maintain the 4 main characteristics of the
3.14
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desired field configuration, namely the field strengths and gradients
4j
at cathode and target. Additional constraints were used to restrict the
coils to reasonable dimensions and prevent them overlapping the tube space.
To reduce power consumption large coils are obviously
advantageous since for a given total ampere-turns the resistance is
inversely proportional to cross-sectional area, and hence so also is the
power. When the current is spread too far from the active field region,
however the rettirn diminishes and is paid for in excessive bulk. The main
requirement appears to be to fill the available space with copper as close
to the regions of high field strength as possible. Gaps between the op-
posing coil segments in Figure 3.10, for example, do not appear to be
beneficial. From the many computer runs made, the smallest power figure
obtained for-this-field configuration was 151 watts, which involved a coil
system of 20 cm outside diameter and 20 cm length. This is a very high
power level compared with the 5 watts necessary to operate the image section;
alone in the normal mode, or the 15 watts necessary to run the whole camera-
tube coil system. Furthermore it is an "ideal" figure based on the use of
solid copper rings rather than wire-wound coils.. The figure for real coils
would be 25% to as much as 100% higher, depending on design details.
Given the restriction on intcarnal diameter imposed by the WX32193
j'	 image section, it is unlikely that this power requirement can be reduced
significantly by further effort along the lines described above. Therefore
the Question arises as to the extent to which the use of iron in the system,
to concentrate the field strength at the two ends, might improve the ef-
ficiency. The problem of magnetic field distribution in the presence of
3.15
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Iiron is more difficult than that without iron, being similar in
principle to the electrostatic field problem posed by a system of
	 1
conducting electrodes. It can also be solved by the same relaxation
4
technique, and the computer program used in this project for the E
-field
solution (Section 3.1) is provided with an input option for application to
the magnetic problem. The computation of a single case is sufficiently t,
expensive that it was not appropriate at this stage to incxrporate it
into our optimization schemes, although there is no reason in principle
why it could not be. Such an, approach may be .appropriate in later considera-
tion of a final coil 'design for an LST camera. 	 What was wanted at this
point was simply an indication of the possible effectiveness of iron.
? The sample geometry shown in Figure 3.11 was designed, based on
the concept of Figure 3.10. 	 The coil system is shrouded by iron to reduce
spreading of the field, and so increase efficiency within the system. 	 In
9	 Y ! addition, the four _coils are separated by iron disks, the idea being to
increase isolation of the individual coil contributions and prevent them
I fighting each other to the extent they do in the unshielded case.
r	 r This system is simply a computer model designed to test a
concept, and is not proposed as a practical system, the evolution of
which would require a longer and more detailed study.
	
Superimposed on
Figure 3.11 is the relaxation net used in the computation.
	 This is coarse,
1 mesh/cm, since high accuracy was not considered important.
	 The thickness
^r of iron was chosen fer computational convenience <and may not relate to
practical requirements. 	 It -is assumed that no saturation occurs -- in a
practical development choice of the material and its thickness would attempt
Q
a
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to justify this.	 A value of 100 was chosen arbitrarily for the
permeability of iron.j
j This fixed geometry has four free parameters, the coil a
' current densities, Jl , J 29 J32 J49 and the problem is to select these
so as to satisfy the 4 field conditions imposed by choice of the field
strengths and gradients at cathode and target. 	 To solve this. problem it
zri
is necessary in principle to have four independent solutions of the field
4 problem, corresponding to the four independent parameters J i .	 Let
B (Jl9 J 29 J 3) J 4 ) be a general solution of the magnetic field problem, i.e.
i the solution corresponding to coil strengths J1­ * i49 then define 4 basis
k { solutions as
E B	
__ B(1,0^0,0)
l
J ^
t ` B2 = B(0,1,0,0)	 etc.
w If the assumption of no saturation is valid, the principle of super-
k Position holds, so that
4
B (J l9 J 29J3 9 J4 ) 	 E	 JBii=1
i.e.- the solution corresponding to any set of coil strengths can be
constructed from the four basis solutions.
	 Imposing the four field
constraints on B we develop from this 4 simultaneous linear equations whichp	 q ^ = ,
a ;
can be solved for the strengths J.
	 For convenience the target is placed r'
i
'
s
at z = 32 (a slight change in cathode-target distance from 11.8 to 12 cm) to
make the geometry symmetrical about the center plane z-= 26.
	 This reduces
the required number of basin solutions to 2.
	 The results obtained for the
r coil current densities and power corresponding to B
c
 = 154 gauss were ast'
^ follows
` 3.17
coil	 1
	
2	 3	 4
.	 2
amp cm	 121	 -43.1	 55.1	 -109
0
watts	 22.0	 2.5	 4.1	 17.8	 46 Total a
For comparison, the same set of four coils with the iron removed r
requires the following;
Coil	 1	 2	 3	 4
amp/cm2	 23	 -147	 161	 -208
watts	 74.9	 28.9	 34.5	 64.7	 203 Total
The effect of the iron is very appreciable.	 The power reduc-
tion for this particular coil geometry is a factor of 4, and there is a
factor of more than 3 improvement over the optimized coil geometry
z- previously quoted (151 watts). 	 This improvement might be further
enhanced by optimization of the shrouded coil system. 	 These results give
grounds for optimism that careful design with the use of iron can yield
considerable reduction in coil power, and consequently even some of the
more exotic field shapes suggested by this study might warrant further
1
x consideration,
The 'field distribution on the axis of the shielded coil system-
is shown in Figure 3.12 in comparison with the cubic form from which the
I design developed. 	 The two curves have the same values and slopes at cathode
and target, but show considerable_ disparity elsewhere.	 The new curve main-'
tains steepness to a, greater distance from the cathode before flattening off
c
r
5
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3	 to a very low field level over the middle region of the tube. In view
of the conclusions drawn from the algebraic study (Section 3.4.4) these
i t properties might be expected to result in higher magnification. Ray trac-
ing shows this to-be the case, the computed value being 3.78. Correspond-
ingly, for the fixed 8 KV operating voltage the new field shaping requires
higher focus field strength with B
C
 = 171 gauss. The calculated coil
V
power requirement increases as the square of the field-strength, and so ^J 
rises from 46 to 57 watts. In view of the possible importance of this system
as a basis for future practical development, the computed imaging properties
are presented fully in Figure 3.13. The resolution uniformity is not as
good as that obtained from the original cubic field form, but is still good,
holding up to 40 line-pairs/mm in the corner. 	 Radial distortion is only
about 2% and the total rotational error _& ^ rises to about 2.5 degrees. 	 All
of these properties would be rated as very good by the generally accepted
'	 standards of the camera tube field, where the imperfections of the reading
1
section usually dominate the overall imaging performance.
3.6
	 Power V. Magnification 02timization - Image Tube Test Study
a H
In the preceding section detailed predictions have been made-
regarding a high magnification system that could conceivably be developed
into a practical system for the LST camera.
	 Those predictions, however,
could	 be	 tested
	 ofnot	 practically	 within the scope 	 this contract, where it
was necessary to restrict attention to rather simple coil systems that could
_.3
be quickly designed, built, and modified if necessary.
	 In this section the
emphasis is directed more towards consideration of operating conditions that
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r .	 could be readily tested in the laboratory. At the start of the project
it was not known whether or not high magnification, M > 3, was pos-
sible in the WX32193, with its large area (70 mm output diameter)
image section. Prime importance was therefore attached to demonstrating
high magnification, with secondary regard being given to considerations
of its suitability for the LST application. Problems associated with the
LST would become defined in the course of the experimentation. In addi-
tion to demonstrating a system with high magnification, it was considered
important to determine the level of trust to be placed in the predictions
of the computer programs. For then, the probability of achieving success
F
^with more advanced systems, such as described in Section 3.5, could be
t	 assessed.
1	 The computational search for suitable test cases was conducted
M.
on the basis of getting the highest possible magnification within the
capability of the test equipment at hand. Little attention was paid to
image quality, beyond the requirement for filling the whole output field.
The early, work, as described in the preceding section, soon indicated that
"	 the main limitation was power -- not so much what could be generated as -
what could reasonably be dissipated close.to the image tube. One measure
r	 adopted to ease this problem was the choice of a lower operating voltage
of 6 KV, which is standard for the results described in this section. A
sequence of optimization	  mization computations was conducted in an attempt to
quantify the magnification/power trade-off in relation to the test coil system
built, which is shown in Figure 3.14. Each of the coils numbered 1 through 4
is made up, of two of thebasic 1" long coil segments connected in series.
Coil #5 slides inside the cylinder on which the other coils are mounted,
3.20
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coils #2 and 3 is to accommodate the getter appendage, which was left
attached to the later tubes built. The cathode-target distance shown
is. that used as standard for most of the computer work, and on which all
a
^
results in this section are based.	 In practice this dimension was
modified to the value 12.8 cm in image intensifier #3, on which the
t
. most important experimental work was done.P	 P
_^	 {
L--? 3.6.1	 Optimization problem #1
The computational problem of minimizing power for a given
s
magnification was not approached directly because it was not considered
economic to link the ray tracing computation to the optimization routine,
although that would be possible.	 Instead, the optimization goals were
, y expressed in terms of the magnetic field properties that had already been
found to be important in determining magnification.
	 Thus, the first
optimization problem considered was that of achieving given values of B c !
k
and B' with the minimum power to the 5 coils. 	 The problem can be summarized
c
as follows - I
Optimization #1
Number of system variables 	 -	 5	 (coil strengths)
Equality constraints	 -	 2	 (B	 and B')
r
c	 c
Number of degrees of freedom
	 -	 3f
a Inequality constraints
	 -	 current limits on the coils
B	 and B' were specified separately to the computer program although it is =
c	 c v
really the ratio that is important (the problem could be alternatively stated- 3
>^	 t
T
in terms of 4 variables, the coil strength ratios, and one equality
constraint B'/Bo). The number of degrees of freedom is simply the difference
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between the variables and the equality constraints, and represents the
.dimensionality of the search space of the optimization routine. The
inequality constraints place a limit on the current carrying capacity of
the individual coils, in effect putting a boundary around the search space.
Some further details of the technique used to solve this type of problem
with the Patternsearch routine are given in Appendix 2. 	 To solve a simple
case, we fix the field strength at the cathode E  arbitrarily and choose
the gradient B'. The optimization program (OPTIM) minimizes the power and
outputs the resulting coil strengths, and the power value W. We then
input those coil strengths to the ray tracing program which, for the field
distribution shape so defined, evaluates the "required focus field strength
Bc , and the electron optical properties. Since B  is not equal to the
arbitrary value B  given to OPTIM, the power value corres ponding to this
case is then obtained by scaling,
W = W (Bc/BC)2
The results obtained for a range of values of the parameter
b' B-/Be are summarized in Figure 3.15 where (a) shows the variation of
magnification M, focus field Be and power W, and (b) shows the variation of
the distortion parameters D and S. The results display features familiar
from the algebraic study in Section 3.4 1 in that the distortions change
rapidly as the field gradient steepens beyond the point of maximum
magnification. The peak M exceeds 3.2 and is attained with a surprise- 	 i
ingly low power of about 20 watts. This is for 6 KV operation - for other
1/2
voltages VT , the Bc for focus scales as VT	 and hence the coil power
directly as VT ._ In the region b' _	 . 25 we have high magnification
,R
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together with reasonably low distortion levels. Figure 3.16 shows
the coil strengths J  in amp/cm2 . As expected, coils 1 and 5 act
positively to set up the high B  value and are opposed by coils 2, 3
and 4 which enforce the steep gradient B'. Coil 5 is by far the most
heavily loaded and, at the steepest gradient value, becomes limited by
the constraint imposed on the optimization program. Hence, in this region
the load begins to be taken by coil 1, the current density curve for which
takes an upturn. The load on coils 1 and 5 could be more evenly shared
by reducing the constraint value -- this would result in increased total
a
power, but reduced power in coil 5, which might be advantageous.
	 However,
^
the gain would not be very great because #5 is much more efficient then
#1 by virtue of its closeness to the photocathode, so that a small reduc-
'J tion in J 5 requires a large increase in J l to compensate.
J Representative field shapes for stated values of V are shown
in Figure 3.17 and are seento resemble the parabolic curves in Figure
3.7.	 These shapes are essentially a practical realization of that
parabolic form, and the imaging properties they produce resemble strongly
those presented in Figure 346..
	 Note also that with V values to the left
C
of the magnification peak field .reversal occurs in the vicinity of z = 4 cm
which, we conjecture, is detrimental (see Section 3.4.2).
i
3.6.2	 Optimization problem X2
i This last observation suggests a further investigation into
1	 ^ s
the proper-ties of field distributions with b^
	 < -.25 cm 1 when the field-
reversal point is prevented from approaching too close to the cathode.:
	
This
is the objective of optimization problem #2, which is simply problem #1 with
an additional constraint - specification of the coordinate value z o at which -,
r
3.23,
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the z  value. Throughout the range the constraint on J 5
 is active
(213 amp/cm 2 ) and J1 varies only slightly. The focus field strength for
6 KV operation was found to be 138 gauss, almost independent of z  in this
range. From the field shapes in Figure 3.20 it is seen that at z0 = 5.6 cm
the field curve touches zero without crossing. Consequently if z  is set
	
.+	 at higher values, the optimization routine locks onto the second field
reversal instead of the first, and the same set of results would be generated
	
i	 in reverse order. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 should be symmetrical about that
	
a
plane.
3.6.3 Some further examples
All these results support earlier conclusions that the
	
{ i^s	
®.
magnification can be increased by progressively steepening the field
gradient at the photocathode, provided field reversal is not allowed to
occur too close to the cathode. Attempts were mace to push this concept
further. Figure 3.21 shows field shapes relating to some of these, having
b' _ - .33 cm- , each case having different additional constraints imposed
field reversal occurs. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom
to 2. In order to attain higher magnification values than in problem #1,
the fixed value b' _ - .3 cm 1 was chosen. The independent variable for
the sequence is z o , which was varied positively from the value 3.8 cm
"natural" to the chosen field gradient according to Figure 3.17. Figures
3.18, 19, and 20 show results in a form similar to the preceding 3 figures.
As z  increases, magnification increases to a peak value of over 3.6, with
a calculated power of 35 watts. Figure 3.19 shows that to do this it is
necessary to increase the negative current in coil 2, which alone holds
the gradient value, while coils 3 and 4 are driven positive to establish
i
to control field reversal position zo . The most important properties
of these cases are listed in the following table.
b' = -.33 cm-1 ,	 VT = 6 KV,	 z 	 = 11.8 cm
k
S
. W	 _
Curve	 M	 (watts)	 D%	 (rad. cm 2 )	 res.	 Constraints
1	 3.50	 63	 -6.27	 -.0034	 23/15	 zo = 5
(''
.
2	 3.73	 76	 -4.73	 -.0023	 24/17	 zo = 5, J
4= -60
t
3	 3.77	 89	 -3.70	 -.0011	 25/18	 zo = 5, J
4= -100
4	 3.60	 251	 +1.71	 +.0026	 26/26	 bT _ -.7, bT	 -.33
The constraints on the optimization program are as defined in the last
f	
^
column.	 The first 3 curves have zo	 5 cm, with curves 2 and 3 having in
 
addition fixed values for J4 of -60 and -100 amps/cm2 , respectively.	 In
curve 4 the z	 constraint is removed and instead the parameters b T and bT
o
are set, these being the values of parameters bl , bi at the target position
ZT	
i.e. bT.
	 BT/Bc' bT _ BT/Bc'	 The resolution values given are for. the
corner of the image field (rout - 3.5 cm).	 Curves 2 and 3-produce greater
magnification than was obtained with optimization problems #1 and 2, but
only at a disproportionaLe cost in power.	 The reason for curve	 4 was
mainly to connect this group of results with those for the cubic form
(Section 3.4.3) and for the shielded coil design of Section 3.5. 	 In
particular it was of interest to check if the rather high corner resolution
noted for the latter cases (e.g. see Figure 3.13) would be reproduced,
but that does not appear to be the case,
'
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3.6.4 Conclusions
It appears that the conditions covered in optimization
problem #2 represent something of an optimum region in the magnification/
power trade-off for our system. The reason can be seen by reference to
Figure 3.19. The gradient constraint b' = -.3 acting alone results in
z  = 3.8 cm. To constrain z  to about 5 cm it is only necessary to reverse
coil currents 3 and 4, and drive J2 correspondingly more negative. At
steeper gradients, however, the conflict between J 2 , tending to reduce zo,
and J3 trying to hold it, becomes more severe. In addition, J 4 must begin
to oppose J 3 in order to hold down the field strength near the targe~,
as suggested by the results of Figure 3.21. This leads to a natural trend
towards the "two-dipole" form discussed at the outset of Section 3.5, with
consequent steepening of the power v. M curve. Therefore, the appropriate
cases for demonstration purposes are chosen from the set described in 	 t
Section 3.6.2. In particular, the case defined by b' = -•3, z o = 5 cm,
is singled out as having good overall imaging properties. This is discus-
sed further in Section 4.4 in connection with the experimental work. See
also Section 3.8 where this case is considered in conjunction with a non-
uniform E-field distribution.
3.7
	
Camera 'S.ibe Test Study_
In considering suitable test cases for demonstration of thecamera,
k tube use +i,ias made of some of the concepts developed in 	 onnection with
the image intensifier study described in the previous section. 	 It was only
#i
necessary to adapt those ideas to a different coil system, and to take into
I
aeCoi'ur.` -:cidi:::Lnal constraints on field shaping -arising from the needs of
the reading section.
	 The arrangement of coils in relation to the tube is
*a^►
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rshown in Figure 3.22. It is similar in principle to the image tube
system of Figure 3.14, but the detailed dimensions are different. Coils
3, 4 and 5 were constant throughout the testing, but the physical coils
used in positions numbered 1, 2 and 2A were changed from one test to the
next. The geometries shown in the figure pertain to the final system.
In practice coils 2 and 2A are connected in series. Coil 2A was ignored
in some of the computations because it differs from #2 in thickness, and is
'	 relatively weak. Coil #4 is the focusing coil for the reading section of
the tube, and this represents the main point of difference as compared with
the image intensifier test study. If the camera tube is operated in
continuous read/write mode the B-field distribution in the image section
must be shaped so that it blends smoothly through the target region with the
roughly uniform field required in the reading section. If the tube is
operated in sequential read/write mode, as it will be in the LST,application,
s	 then this restriction does not necessarily app!.4.,as the reading section coils
P
S	 may be switched off during the writing period.e^, icided to test in the
continuous mode (see Section 5), and to solve the field matching problem by
arranging the reading section focus coil #4 to oiaxl p the image section
side of the target. The amount of overlap shown in igure 3.22 is about
1 cm in the case of the original der gn dimensionifo photocathode-target
n	 spacing shown there. 	 n
In selecting coil currents for magnificat Ron, the current in coil 4
was held fixed at the value required by the readingg section. This implies
one less degree of freedom in the optimization processes used. Having fixed 	 V.
the magnitude of J42 however, there still remain o en the choice of its sign.
The magnetic field in the reading section may have Either the same dire r • on
-R'	 u
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as that at the photocathode (positive), or the opposite direction, just
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as in the preceding section both positive and negative field strengths at
the target were considered (see Figure 3.17, 20 and 21). A sequence of
JI
optimization computations was carried out, similar to those described in
Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. The problem posed in this case is optimization
problem #2 with an additional constraint added by fixing the value of J4.
Thus, we choose values for the gradient V, the field reversal point zo,
and J 4 , and the program evaluates the other coil strengths J l , J 2 , J 3 and
J_ to minimize the total power W. In view of the knowledge already gained
the value of z  was set at 5 cm. For the two cases J 4
 = + 40 amp/cm2,
which corresaond-to the nominal reading-section focus field of 80 gauss,
b  was varied over the range - .26 to -.3 cm 1. The power variation
results are shown in Figure 3.23(a). The curves for the 2 values of
J 4 \'ross at about b' = -•.27. For shallow field gradients, i.e. lowerc
magni„fication, the negative J 4
 provides the lower power, but at the steeper
gradients positive J 4
 becomes advantageous. These curves are not adjusted for
focus field strength in the manner described in Section 3.6.1, because all the
imaging computations were not completed, but assume a fixed value
Bc
 = 135 gauss, Such adjustment would modify the details but not the main
features of the curves. Figure 3.23(b) snows the variation of field strength
at the target, which will influence uniformity of field in the reading section.
Negative J 4
 appears to be advantageous in that respect throughout the gradient
k
rangq, and was therefore the rondition chosen for the camera tube testing.
Figur ,3.24 shows the different field shapes resulting from positive and
negati J4 in the case b' _ - .28. These fields provide magnification
v.alues c 3.3.7 for J4 = + 40 and 3.30 for J 4
 -40. The greater steepness of
ti ',
fie d in' <
 he target region in the positive J 4
 case is evident.
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r_3.8 Non-Uniform E-field
All the work described under Section 3 up to this point has
made use of a single electrostatic field distribution, namely that
defined by the model and electrode potentials shown in Figure 3.1,
which for all practical purposes represents a perfectly uniform field. As
there is no a-priori reason to assume that E-field shape to be optimum
for purposes other than unit magnification, it seemed appropriate
to give some consideration to the properties of some other configurations.
Attention was restricted to mildly non-uniform E-fields because it is
considered that strong non-uniformity must involve strong variation of
-conditions across the photocathode, which is likely to be detrimental
to image uniformity. The electrode potentials in Figure 3.1 for the
standard field solution are set on a linear relationship to z, the
distance of the electrode from the cathode. The simplest departure
from that was to introduce a second-degree term into the relationship,
'; xd
IA
k
the coefficient of which can be varied to alter the degree of non-
uniformity.	 A single choice of the coefficient defines all the electrode
voltages on a smoothly rising curve from cathode to target, and these in
turn ensure a smooth.E-field solution from the relaxation program.
A series of computations was performed for various voltage curves.
.. in conjunction with the cubic form B-field distribution, with
bi	 = - .35 shown in Figure 3.9 (this was considered to be the most
interesting case at the time this series was done).
	 This B-field with
the standard uniform E-field gate a magnification of 3.0.
k
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The results obtained for M, B c , and D are shown in Figure
3.25 plotted against E
c
/Eu , the ratio of the E-field strength ,n t the
cathode to that in the uniform E-field condition. It is seen that an
increase in E  provides an increase in magnification and requires an
accompanying increase in magnetic field strength to focus. This may be
t	 advantageous at relatively high magnification in view of the results . of
rE
Section 3.6.3, where the power v M curve was found to steepen rapidly
g	
beyond a certain point. A variation of E
c 
may be able to increase M
beyond that point relatively economically. 	 Figure 3.25(a) shows that
the distortion increases positively with E  
c 
giving rather large values
in this instance.
	
However, applied to a B-field shape with low or
r- negative distortion this trend might be acceptable. 	 The S-distortion
and corner resolution were found to be constant over the range of Ec
iPl
2
considered here, the values being .0045 rad/cm
	
and 70 1p/mm.	 Figure
'k 3.25(c) shows electrode-voltage curves for the two extreme cases
considered, which correspond to values E c /Eu = .775 and 1.23.	 These are
k
plotted in the form of fraction of total voltage vs. fraction of tube
length, and the positions of the plotted points correspond to the electrode
positions in the model of Figure 3.1.
In view of the possible advantage of strengthening E 	 suggested
c
above, the E-field condition represented by Ec/Eu 	 1.23 was tried in
r conjunction with the 'B-field shapes of the shielded coil design Figure
3.12, and curve (b) of Figure 3.20. 	 Results for these are shown in Figure
c,
3.26 (a) and (b) respectively. 	 The first of these can be compared
directly with Figure 3.13 which shows the corresponding case with uniform
`
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E-field. The magnification is increased from 3.78 to 4.08 with an	 j
3
increase in power from 57 watts to 70 watts (8 KV operation). Apart
from a small increase in distortion, image quality is largely unchanged.
i
In Figure 3.26 (b) a magnification of 3.99 is achieved with only 41 watts
(b KV operation), which can be compared with M = 3.6 and 35 watts for 	 f
the corresponding uniform E-field case in Figure 3.18 (a) (z o = 5 cm).
Y	
The distortion, slightly negative in the original, has become slightly
positive, and the imaging properties appear good overall. The non-uniform
.i
E-field has produced a significant magnification increase for a modest
" 	 increase in power, which contrasts strongly with results of Section 3.6.3,
where attempts to increase M beyond 3.6 by steepening the B' involved
disproportinate power increases. It is concluded that increasing Ec
i
is advantageous for minimizing the power requirements for magnification
values in the region of 4.
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^.	 4.	 IMAGE INTENSIFIER TESTING
4.1 Experimental Equipment and Techniques
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the image intensifier test 	 r,'
^_J arrangement, consisting basically of a symmetrical optical system with
i
the tube under test at the middle. The object of the system is a 25 u m
wide slit for the MTF measurements, or a USAF 1951 test pattern for the
{	 visual resolution readings. This is demagnified by a factor of 20 onto
the photocathode by the input lens. The image produced at the phosphor	 U
target of the tube is correspondingly magnified by a factor of 20 by the 	 +
output lens, directly onto the photographic film, there being no separate
lens in the camera. The magnification values were accurately set up and
1
the correct component positions recorded for convenient resetting. Each of
the lenses is a 50 mm El-Nikkor lens set at f4 aperture. To suit these,
4	 the light spectrum is restricted to a band at 520 nm wavelength by use of
3
the green filter between lamp and test object. Under these .conditions the 	
r
u	 lenses provide near diffraction-limited resolution. A calibration measure-
ment of their capability is described below. In addition to the green
filter, a slot is provided in front of the lamp for a neutral density filter,
which is necessary to the technique used to derive the line-spread functions
for the MTF measurements. For the visual resolution readings the output
optics and camera are replaced by an 80-power microscope of virtually perfect
f	 resolution; over the range of interest to us (i.e. MTF > 90% at 80 line-pairs/
mm)
^l
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A schematic of the tube located in the coil system has been
given in Figure 3.14. Photographic views of this from the side, input
end, and output end respectively, are shown in Figures 4.2, 3 and 4. The
tube in position is image tube (IT) #3, and the getter appendage can be seen
f
protruding through the center gap in the coils. In the early part of the
1
k	 experimentation, with IT #1, there was no appendage; and the 8 coils were
closely packed. Figure 4.2 shows the viewing microscope in position.,
Beneath the coil assembly is a set of resistors and a multi-position switch
for monitoring up to 5 separate coil currents. The table supporting the
coil assembly and tube can be moved laterally by the calibrated crank at the	 i
}
bottom, which facilitates off-axis observations . In Figure 4.3 the input
optics can be seen in position close to the photocathode, and coil #5 is
p
visible inside the plexiglass cylinder., This is a push fit in the cylinder
and rests against the front end of the tube separated only by a plastic
ti
	
	 insulating ring.. The tube is centered in the cylinder by means of sponge 	 j
rubber spacers at 6 points and the resulting concentricity and alignment of
the system is very good. Two of the spacers can be seen in Figure 4.4 with
a
the high-voltage cables to the tube electrodes passing around them. The
resistor chain supplying the voltages is mounted on a panel attached to the
side of the assembly opposite to the coil terminals., Each resistance in the
chain is 30 Mohm,_made up by 2 parallel-connected 60 Mohm resistors. When
a
supplied with a total of 8 KV-the 8 voltage steps down the chain were measured
a
to be in the range 985 . to 1040.
{	 4.2
internal dia. (inch)
external dia. (inch)
y
length (inch)
X-section (cm 2)
Wire (AWG)
turns
turns/cm2
resistance (ohms)
	Coils	 Coil
1 through 4
	
5
	
5.0
	
3.28
	
7.0
	
4.70
	
2.06
	
1.50
	
13.3
	
6.86
	
21
	
22
	
1912
	
1134
	
143.5
	
165.4
	
40
	
20
F
111
Y
1
A;
Coil Data -	 The 8 coil segments visible in Figure 4.2 are
nominally identical. They are connected in series — pairs to make the
4 coils numbered 1 through 4 in Figure 3.14. The following table
summarizes their properties:
Optics Calibration -	 In order to obtain an MTF curve for the 	 i
optical system, with which to correct subsequent measurements made on the
r_	 tubes, the arrangement shown in Figure 4.2 was set up without the tube in. In
its place we put 2 glass plates in close contact, simulating the effects of the
tube windows. The 2 halves of the optical system were closed together so that
T	 the image formed by the input system was located at the common vlane of the
plates, and was in turn imaged by the output system onto the photographic
film. This should provide a good measure of the optics performance under actual
operating conditions. A possible improvement in this respect might be to make
^;	 the second glass plate a diffuser, so that the object to the output lens would
have an angular emission distribution similar to that seen when viewing the
T
phosphor. However, because of the symmetry of the system, with both lenses set
i	 4.3
r
^w
1
T-
1
at f4, the output cone from the input lens fills the input cone to the
output lens, and so the use of a diffuser was not considered vital.
Figure 4.5 shows (a) the resulting line-spread function (LSF) derived from
A
the densitometer readings and (b) the sine-wave MTF curve obtained from it.
The slit image has a width of 3 p m at the half-height point. The MTF curve
t
shows a response of 40% at 80 cycles/mm and limiting resolution capability }
well beyond 250 cycles/mm.
MTF Measuring Technique -	 The 25 u m object slit is reduced by
the input optics to 1.25 um at the photocathode.	 The final image produced
p ^
,r	 by the system, remagnified by a factor of 20, is viewed on the ground-glass
screen of the camera for focusing purposes. 	 A sequence of 8-separate photo-
graphs is then taken using different neutral density filters between the lamp
and slit, such that the density advances by 0.2 at each step, there being no A
r;
s"	 other intentional differences between exposures.	 The photographs areu
developed and scanned in the microdensitometer (Jarrell-Ash 23-100) providing
8 separate line-spread profiles in density form.	 Each 0.2 increase in
density between exposures is equivalent to reducing intensity by a factor 0.63.
i
Thus, the peaks of successive LS profiles provide intensity values for 8 points-
on the density scale of the microdensitometer charts, which calibrate the
response of the film. 	 The first of these intensity values (peak of the.first
t	 profile) is arbitrarily assigned the value 1.0, and the following peaks then
take values 0.63, 0.63 2 , 0.633 etc. down to the intensity 'Level 0.63	 _ 0.04. `-
The line-spread profile width are read at these points-and the corresponding
values from different charts are averaged to produce the final LS profile in
intensity form, such as is shown in Figure 4.5(a).
	 Readings are taken from
4.4
this curve at equal spatial intervals and fed as input data to thetot
Fourier-Transform computer program which outputs the corresponding sine
wave MTF values over the desired frequency range. An outline of that
program is given in Appendix 3.
	
Initially we employed Kodak Tri-X film
t
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for the slit photographs, which was satisfactory for the optics calibra-
tion. When the image tube was introduced, however, the available light was
inadequate and the exposure times increased to 2 minutes. We subsequently
switched to Kodak 2475 with which an exposure of about 30 seconds was needed.
4.2 Image Tube #1 - Standard Mode Test
We first conducted a series of experiments on IT X61 operating
in standard mode, with the objective of establishing a reference level of
performance against which to judge later results. "Standard mode" means
at nominally unit magnification, and normally involves equal currents in
all coil segments connected in series (except coil #5 which is inoperative).
IT #1 was constructed to the original design, with a cathode-target
dimension of 11.75 cm. The getter appendage was tipped off before delivery
{	 and so the need for the center gap in the coil system, shown in Figure 3.14,
had not arisen at that point. Figure 4.6 shows the location of the tube in
fr
h	
^
the coil system and the shape of the magnetic field distribution from cathode
r
to target. The overall length of the coil assembly is 21.2 cm, so that the
turns density averaged over the total area, including, the small spacing
4	 between segments, works out to 142 turns/cm 2 . The tube is positioned
1	 asymmetrically with respect to the center plane of the coils. This is
because of physical limitations imposed by the viewing microscope, which
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sticks into the end of the system close to the output window. The
result is better uniformity of field at the photocathode than would
obtain in the symmetrical position, which is beneficial to image
uniformity.
M_ agnetic Field Mesurement -	 Figure 4.7 shows a comparison
1
t
of the computed field shape (solid curve) with that obtained experimentally.
Only one-half of the symmetrical curve is drawn, and the locations of the
photocathode and target are both shown (the target of course is actually in
the half not drawn). The measurements were made with a Bell 120 gaussmeter,
with no tube in the system, and corresponding points on each side of the
center plane were averaged to obtain the plotted values (discrepancies
between corresponding values were less than 1% of maximum reading), Agree-
ment with the computed shape is good, but there appears to be a small
systematic discrepancy making the empirical curve slightly flatter. No
comparison was made as to the absolute value of the field strength as the__
gaussmeter was not reliably calibrated. The strength of the coils acc6rdin&
to computation is 344 gauss/amp at the cathode position (367 gauss/amp at
the coil center), which appears to be essentially-verified by the following
focus agreement.
4
	i	 Focusing Conditions -	 For 8 KV operation the ray tracing
	
y	 computa).ion shows the focusing field strength to be B
c
 = 77.0 gauss which,
^. from thecoil strength quoted above, requires I 	 .224 amp. The focus
conditions set up experimentally were I c = .222 amp at 8.05 KV, which is in
satisfactory agreement with computation. The total resistance of the 8 coil
segments in series is 160 Q so that the operating power in the normal mode is
i
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8.0 watts (c.f. the ideallized figure of 5 watts quoted in Section 3.5,
calculated from the "solid copper" model).
Visua]. Resolution Measurement - Observations of limiting
^; t+
=^
t
resolution under the above conditions were made at z.mage center and at
^
'' .5 cm intervals to left and right to a radius of •+ 3.5.cm.	 Corresponding.	,.
^ ^
x-i
movement-in the vertica^recticn was not attempted as the apparatus 	 does ^,,,, ^^"
'' ^ ^	 .-' •.'ict
	
^ this conveniently.	 Difference^,,,,hertween corresponding positions _	 .
. a,
on the two si^"e^.^ of center were not more- 	 ,^	 element on the. test pattern
'' (1^'" ^f the• ^ • reading) which is within the dxpe; ^jrYerror typical of this iR 1	 ^	 -
kind of measurement.	 Asxigmatic differences at any point were within the same >-u
' '^ limit and. so are ignored.	 T e figured for the 2 sides were . a•-^eraged to produce•
^
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...,. _
^,' ^ ^^ the empirical curve presente	 in Figure 4.8, showing $Q. line-pa^it^/mm• at	 ' l-
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center, falling smoothly to 40 at . the edge (2.5 cm radius) and 24	 in the
-^
°'^% extreme corner (3.5 cm radius). 	 For comparison, the broken curve shows the
i; x
^ -^,: "^ limiting resolution for the electron. optics alone as estimated by the ray.
^	 a
J, -^"''
-^	 ^".= --• The tube is essentiall 	 hos hor limited at thetracing-^amputer grogram. 	 y p	 p
--^^ -^'^ center, as would be expec d,^T •^e' p^iosphor batch from which this tube was
^ , ...
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supplied was. checked. at 153 . line-pairs ./mm when deposited. 	 This, hotoever, is a
t:
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measurement made with UV ^xc'taton pxior to deposit of the aluminum backing
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layer, and it is normally considered to overes tima t;ethe final phosphor	 ^^-,^
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^-^
^y^.j 1
t
^ t. ^^ capability by an appreciable amount.j ;^
;.;,
^t ^ n the marginal region `the tube is electron-optically limited, and ^
i
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the computer estimate is at about the right level.
	
St can be noted that both ^'
t the estimated and actual off-axis performance here are appreciably better than
{ ^ ^ ^`'
I^ ^ that estimated for the Penntran coi	 (Figure 3.3).
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^;- Further • obs.ervations wexe made o^ the variation of focus
current and limiting center resolution {when focused) with operating
^`^	 r,,,, vo1^.:age.	 These r^^"are shown in^igure 4.9. 	 •Ta^cin`g the ^r'Lrurrent
k'	 __" ;.^: reading of 224 mA at 8 KV as a. referenc	 , the focus current should
/2follow the solid c	 ou^^^, since B-field strength varies as Vl for
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the phosphor which for practical purposes can. be as$umet'Y^to be independent
^, of electron energy,^and the electron optical chromatic aberration disk wh,;^ch31
^
,
^ theoretically varies directly as the voltage. 	 The flattening of the curve
`^ at the uppex end is consistent.*with theassertion of phosphor Li-nri^aton.
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t	 ^ A1TF Measurements {focused cone^.tion) - 	 In the paraxial focus
condition at 8 KV, line spread photogra^ ,is were taken at center and, with y,o,,,,
,. , _	 -:
the slzt in the tangential direction, at tae edge of the :f`ield''(2.
_ . ^iM!”
_ radius).	 The resulting MTF curves,. corrected 	 r	 anon due to the:
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optical system, ^.re shown in Fi lyrrr^^'.T^	 The visual limiting	 eon
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me . urements.^ At the 20 cycle/mm point the center curve shows 61% response.
`
This is equal to the. goal. set for the MTF curve of the complete WX32193 camera
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lotion figure was 153- i '	 irs^/mm,^is obtained from the measured
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^,;_^	 ^	 ^ y scalzn	 ^	 rizontal coordinate in the ratio 153/171. This curve
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r ^ _^4^,,,N-^"''_°'^^d^ipears to be :rather high in comparison with . curve (a) in Figure 4.10, even
'^ ^,... after making allowance for the difference between square wave and sine-wave
^, .
^ ^ r ^ response. The high estimated electron optical limit of 1.70 line-pairs/mm,ice'
°"	 ^ together. with the observed .limit of 80	 LP/mm (Figure 4.$), wo^ac	 lead. us to
^
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la suspect a phosphor limitation of about 90 	 LP/mm	 which does not. look consistent
I	 ^
E with. the MTF curve just deduced.	 This s^;^.^;gests that either the electron
i ....^	 .
optics capability has been over-estimated' or else that our resolution observa- ';
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tons .are 'degraded by some factor not accounted for.
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F
^_s the electron optics estimates is dscussEd in later sections, 	 The most likely... ^`
^.^^ sources of degradation in our. experiments ae (a; mechanical vibration and (b)
}	 ^ <,^ ^
^'' power supply instability.
	 The first of these is a problem- hat we hwe not ^=
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been able: to completely overcome or to quantif}^.- The photographing of the line
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{ pread inages involves exposures of 30 seconds., and.-so the .results
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_	 ^^,:;±n^^ 'In view of this, and the very high MTF curvf^ obtained for the
optics (Figure 4.5) , we think the vibration fa^tor is ger;,^rally not ^. 	 •^
1	 "'^---,..	 serious problem, although the possibility exists of some particular curve
being unduly eg ailed. The question of power supp%,y instability is covered
by the next experiment described.
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1consider ripple content to be of any significance in our resolution
measurements. More of a problem was posed by long term variation of the.
coil current, despite the .fact that the supplies involved were supposedly
current regulated. Changes of 1 mA on the monitoring meter were frequently
observable in the. course of operating the system for periods of about 1 hour,
necessitating constant attention-and resetting while recording data. This
problem is probably due to temperature changes in the pAwer supplies.
Other Properties -	 The. computer analysis of this tube in the
standard mode showed the paraxial magnification to be 0.93, image rotation
40 , and radial distortion 0.5% at_ he corner position: The S-distortion
was indicated to be negligible. None of these figures was checked
experimentally. From the observations made the image rotation and distortions
were. not noticeable.
;^
"-	 4.3 Image Tub e.^^3	 standard: mode test_	 ^^,	 A
'I
ThE main purpose of this section is, to record. some"of the basic
performar_ce parameters of the standard mode that were not measured on IT ^^l
`,;
(Note: IT X62 was completed by "' Tube Division anddelivered,: but proved to	 ^ ;
be gassy -testing therefore proceeded from IT ^^l to IT 4^3). IT ^^3 was	 `.
constructed with modified mounting of both input and output windows (see 	 '.I
f
^	 Section 6) giving rise. to the increased cathode target dimension of 12.8 cm.
	 ^' r	 ',
^C;	 _
,
4
e'^ !^
	The ge ter appendage was left on the tube, necessitating modification of the 	 ^^
r	 coil system to the form shown in Figure 3.14, where the 8 mm gap between 	
'y^,	 .,	 '.
'	 ^	 jA	 ^.
coils_2 and 3 accommodates the tabulation to the getter chamber. These changes 	 [x
x	 set the photocathode position. at 4.5 cm from the. end of the coils instead of 	 x
6.l cm, thereby increasing B-field nonuniformity at the cathode {see 	 ^ ":
	
^.	 ^^
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Figure 4.6). Figure 4.13 shows a photograph taken. of IT ^^3 operating
^'
60.4	 -the, E _ in standard mode with a	 per .inch mesh shadowprojected onto
``1
^.;^ input.	 The photograph was taken actual size and the diameter of the
,^
''
3
"- illuminated circle is 7.2^; cm.	 As the useable phosphor diameter is 8 cm
F	 ^,
`^ and the image size is determined by the photocathode diameter of 7.6 cm,}
{^^ an overall magnification of .95 is indicated. 	 A count of the mesh at	 ^^
^
{
i the center of the photograph yields 63 per inch, which indicates M = .96.	 ary
^^ ^ The S-distortion is visually evident round the .edge, and it is of
^,
^' interest to quantify it to provide a visible comparison to the computed
i'.
,.A^ ^
-
figures.
	
From four readings taken at 90o intervals at r
out -	 3.6 cm, the	 '.
.1 ^^,-
^(
3
mean total	 angular error is 2.4°, which corresponds to the value	 y
'^
^?i	 ^ ^
^
0.0032'. rad/cm2 for the S-distortion coefficient used in the computational 	 '	 ;j
^;
.^u
	 j.^
{^
r
study.	 The radial distortion is less apparent, but can be measured by
^.,
counting the mesh, and is of the order of +3%. 	 Both distortions are
'^
t
^{	 ^
^^
3
significantly bigger than indicated.. by computation (see discussion of
.^
^^
'	 '^^,
'	 'J
IT ^^l), which may be due to B-field disturbance near the edge of the
1; image, produced by the Kovar components., or due to a greater degree of
^	 ;
^
,,- E-field non-uniformity then was allowed for. 	 The potential. divider chain
'^{{ `^ used to set the electrode. potentials is made up so that approximately
f^
jf equal voltage. steps. are s-_ up, rather than voltage proportional to 	 a,
,
`.#^; z-coordinate.	 This was reasonable on IT 4^1, but less so on IT ^^3 where
^	 9?
^	
f+
the spacings adjacent to cathode and target are each increased about .S cm	 %-
^;'
zi	 by the mounting flange modification., This discrepancy was discovered.
^^,	 ,-
^,	 too late in the project to be remedied or analyzed.
,
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• 4.4	 Magnifying Mode Test - IT ^^3
An attem t to o erate IT ^^1 in a ma nif in
	
condition. failed.P	 P	 g	 Y	 g •^
`
^^	 t because of gassiness.	 When a strongly non-uniform magnetic field was °`^
i
a
applied the tube would arc and break down.
	
IT 4t2 was not operable at
.^
all, having become gassy in the interval between delivery and setting 1	
'!
up for test.	 Therefore no magnification test was possible until IT 4^3
^	 .^a
.
„,^ ^ 5
^, was. delivered, quite late in the project.	 Shortness of time and funds`
.-^, ; "^!
meant that experimentation was reduced essentially to a demonstration. y"^
For this purpose . the condition chosen was that corresponding. to the
parameter values b' _ -.3 and z	 = 5 cm, from the set of results discus-
c	 o
sed in .Section 3.6.2(b' is the ratio of gradient to strength of the $- r	 -:
c ti
field at the. cathode, and z	 is the coordinate of the field-reversal.
.
n
^ .g
F point}.	 Some of the .performance parameters and the field distribution '
,^ --
computedfor this case are shown in Figures 3..18,. 19 and 20. 	 In '`'
t
r particular we e:^pected to-obtain a magnification of about 3.6. 	 .The
p F
experimental. set•-up was as shown in Figure 3.14,. except that. the .cathode-
target dimension for IT ^^3 was 12.8 cm instead. of 11.:75 cm. 	 This
r
discrepancy could be expected to produce a slight divergence from the r
^
k•{
^ , computed properties.	 From the computed current density values shown in
Figure 3.19 the operating currents-.for the . coils were calcualted as shown j
t
^„
^:
in the following table:
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P
Coil	 Turns/cm2	 amp/cm2	 amL	 watts	 watts
1	 143..5	 74.0	 .516	 10.6	 6.2
''
I
2	 143.5	 -97.2	 -.675	 18..4	 10.6
3	 143.5	 31.6	 .220	 1.9	 1.1
;^:
^` 4	 143.5	 16.44	 .115	 .5	 .3
5	 165.4	 212.0	 1.285	 32.8	 17.7 f
;,^ .. Total Power	 64.2	 35.9
:,
These currents should set Bc = 138 gauss, the focus condition. at 6 KV
for. the computed case.	 The column W	 is the practical power obtained
P
' from the coil current and resistance, while the column W I is the ideal-
ized power computed on the assumption that the coil cross-section is
100% copper.	 The two differ by a factor of 1.8, which could be reduced 	 4
^:
;i
;-,^ by improved coil design.	 In our coils insulation layers were used
' ^
between wire layers in order to keep the winding regular. 	 The use of
R
thicker gauge wire might enable the insulating layer to be dispen§ed with,
f
`^ thereby increasing the percentage of copper.. The power required
varies inversely as the areal percentage of copper.
i	 _^
^
^ „'
With these coil currents set up the tube was found to .focus
_
w at 5.17 KV rather than 6 KV. 	 In view of .the increased focal length it 	 ^
a^
^
- would be expected to focus at a higher, rather than lower, voltage.
Furthermore, the magnification was observed to be appreciably higher than
e
expected.
	
Figure 4.14_(a) shows .
 a photograph of the output of the tube
^, ^
operating with an 80 line/inch mesh shadowed onto the photocathode..
	
Like
^:
,. T Figure 4.13, this was taken actual size but, because of the electron-
^.
"^
1
`;^;
w optical magnification, the image in this case covers the full 8 cm
;,
^.
T!'^
,^
,
diameter of .the phosphor instead of being determined by the cathode
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' diameter.	 A-count of the mesh in this image. shows an average value
s 19.6 lines/inch for the two directions,. yielding a magnification figure _^
f
'l of 4.08.	 Although the increased focal. length should increase magnifica-
,^t
tion, the discrepancy with the original computation value 3.6 is too large. j
{{	 `
^5;
	
I
'
The case was recomputed for acathode-target dimension of 12.8 cm, with ^	 F
4	 .,'^
the result M" = 3,69 and a focus voltage of 6.6 KV for the same coil cur- •3
^
^^,..., rents.	 These discrepancies were too large to be accounted for by errors
..^
':
in coil. modelling or tube positioning, even allowing for possibly greater -
^ 	
.^
R sensitivity of the system in the magnifying mode.	 The large M was
W
S
Y, particularly puzzling in view of the difficulty experienced in the
...^
computational study in raising the magnification above 3.7 (Section 3:6.3) . >^	 ,
s
even with rather large increases in coil power. 	 The observations. suggest..
.,^
F' that the B-field gradient B' is steeper in practice than was allowed. for -
computationally, for that would produce both a higher magnification and a
^^; lower focus voltage.	 This i1z turn raises again. the question of the. pos-
sib le effect. of the tube itself on the B-fielddistrbution, which was
_.
.^
previously mentioned . in Section 3.3.-.This is discussed. further below.
--
Figure 4.14 (b) is similar to 4.14 (a), but the image is masked with a
^t.
SO mm square sperture to give a visual. appreciation of the. area accepted by
the . WX32193 target.	 The. geometrical fidelity is good with. a slight S- ^-
a
^,	
q
>;^: distortion in evidence.
,
l
To investigate the. accuracy of the . B-field computation,
measurements of the field. distribution. were. first made .with. no tube in the
coil. system.	 These valuesare plotted as circles in Figure 4..15 wherethe..
solid curve is the computed field distribution reproduced from .Figure 3.20.
The measurements agree with the curve to within experimental error (less than
c, .16
_.	 _	 _
y.,
s
.^
2% of maximum field). After a lapse of time during which checks were made
on the. accuracy of Che computational modelling and of some aspects of
the ray tracing program, it was decided to remeasure the B-field shape
with a dummy tube in position. The tube available was one with a window
and mounting flange at one end only, the other end being open. This was
inserted into the coil system with the window at the cathode position,
and. the gaussmeter probe was inserted through the open target end. The
results of the experiment .are plotted as crosses in Figure. 4.15. To
confirm the comparability of these curves the tube was removed and the
field remeasured immediately with results again in good agreement with.
the computed curve. With the tube in place the field strength appeared to
be about l% 'greater at the cathode, but more significant is the appreciable
increase in gradient to a value b' _ -.36 ins bead of -.3 cm -l. Accompany-
c
ing this is a movement of the field reversal point to z o = 3.8 cm. It is
clear from the results presented in Section 3.6 that these changes in field
shape are likely to have marked effects on the imaging properties.
i	 z
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The new empirical field values were. fed to the ray tracing program
for a recomputation of the tube properties, with 'allowance .also made. for the
increased focal length 12.8 cm, Comparison of the main results with observa-
ton is as follows
Measured	 Computed	 '
focus voltage (B _ 138 gauss} 	 5.17.	 5.62	 ^'`^
c
magnification
	
4..08	 4.13
rotation (^
	
470	 41°
Agreement-here is sa sfactory and confirms the accuracy of the computation
i.^
i	 ^	 "'
w
;^
t
^	 ^
^'
	
C	 ,.
remaining are probably attributable to modelling accuracy and. some
degree of E-field non-uniformity in the practical set-up. The measured.
rotation value was taken from Figure 4.14 and is approximate because
n,^ great attention was paid in the. experiment to t;he mesh orientation
although it was roughly horizontal/vertical. 	 The direction of the rota.-
tion is deducible from the appearance of the S-distortion and. the fact
that the angular error ^ ^ is computed to be negative. Hence the rotation
is clockwise as viewed. in Figure 4.14.. A divergence in procedure between
experiment and computation arises at this point. In practice it is
convenient to keep the 5 coil currents constant. and focus with the. high
voltage control,. but the computer program is set.. up to hold the operating
voltage constant and focus by scaling the B-field (corresponding to the
practice adopted in the standard mode)... The. computation was run at 6 KV
in this case, and. the focus field value derived was B c = 142.5 gauss. The
focus voltage quoted in the table for B = 138 gauss is deduced from this
c
result (V proportional to B 2 for constant focal length).
Imap^e Distortion -
	
Figure 4,16 shows the computed. distortion
parameters ^ (b and D as functions of radius at t11e output. In the corner of
the field (rout 3.5 cm) the angular error is ^ ^ = -3.4°, which corresponds
j
^. y
1.
A	 a
^.
to the value S _ - .0049 rad/cm 2 , From Figure 4.14 (a) a mean value of
/^ ^ from measurements at 4 positions round the edge {.rout - 4 cm} is -40,
which gives the value S _ -.0044 rad/cm 2 . .Radial distortion is not appreci-
able in Figure 4.14, but measurements do suggest a slight negative value
at the edges. The corner value computed for D is - 1_.4%. Both distortion
components are slightly worse than for the original case from which the test
condition derived (see Figure 3.18(b) ).
4.18'	
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Visual Limiting Resolution - This was read at 1 cm intervals
a
across the .output and values for the two sides were. averaged. Some
`	 astigmatism was evident and so readings for two perpendicular directions
^^	 {
were recorded These are shown in Figure 4 17 in comparison with the•	 •
1
^. t
computed estimates.	 Separate sca'.es are drawn for reference to input and f
^,^ output.	 The computer estimates are based on a 0.2 volt electron emission ,t,
:I
^
^
^.
o
energy, just as are all other estimates given. 	 The reduction in estimatedF
^;
^
~^ ^ center resolution to 118 	 Lp /mm	 (referred to input) reflects the increased
'° tube. length and reduced operating. voltage of 6 KV assumed in this computa-
'^ tion, both. of which reduce the E-field strength at the cathode.
	 Note that
^ the peak resolution referred to the output is now only 30
	
LP/mm and so the ^	 ^
`^
^ ` phosphor-limited condition that held in the normal mode is relieved.
	 The
^^ r ^ observation should therefore directly reflect the electron-optical capabilityi yyr,,A
in this case. .The estimated. curves would be slightly lower when adjusted
^; ^ ^ to the practical operating voltage, but even so the agreement .is
^i ^ satisfactory in view of the simplistic. computational method used.
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4. 5 Attempt to improve standard mode - IT^^1
i
The results of Section 4.2, coupled with those of Section 3.1,
confirm that the image intensifier section of the WX32193 has poor
f
resolution uniformity when operating in standard mode. furthermore, it
^,
appears that the problem arises from non-uniformity of the B -field in
the cathode region. An experiment was therefore conducted to see if this
^;	 condition could be improved. For this purpose, coil 4^5 was removed, and
Fr,.--•^
the outer coils were separated into the basic eight segments., providing
eight current control variables. A special computer program was set up
' '	 to define an optimum set of current values to achieve good field
uniformity.. The question of how to define "good uniformity" is a difficult
: one,	 Attention was concentrated on the axial distribution, since field
variation generally, merely reflects the variations on axis. 	 A set of
30 points was chosen, that being a convenient number significantly _
greater than the number of variables.	 The: distribution of the points
i
was weighted inthe vicinity. of the . cathode, that being the most
important region. for image quality, and. a penalty function. was defined {
for the. PATternsearch routine,, as the . sum of the. squares of the de- a
^i
pastures of the field strengths at these. points fromthe specified ^j y
j uniform value..	 The. routine-then varied. the eight coil .currents.. in
k
search of a set that would minimize the penalty function value. 	 In this
..
^:
_
^ form the problem was found to be badly behaved, in that solutions were
obtained showing non-smooth coil current distributions., 	 To rectify this-,
the program was modified so as to constrain the coil :currents to'be a
cubic function of the axial coordinate z of the coal centers.. 	 This
reduced the number of search variables to four--the coefficients of the ^	 `
4.20
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:^
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cubic. The result was the magnetic field distribution shown in Figure 4.18
(solid curve). The positions of the tube and eight coils are shown, and
^^	 the "optimized" coil strengths in amps/cm 2 are marked on the coils. For
k
comparison, the equal-current field curve is shown by the broken line
j
(reproduced from Figure 4.7). Currents corresponding to the optimum
^
!^^ condition were set up in practice and the tube was focused by voltage ''
,,
^,,-.'
-`^ ^ adjustment at 7.74 kV, in very good agreement with the computed value of;,
^
s
! 7.80 kV.	 The resolution performance observed in this condition was ^`
.^
I 3
..
disappointing.	 Figure 4.19 shows the observed readings in comparison -
.r	 ^ k
H	 s with computed estimates. 	 Whereas the computation suggests a considerable
5
^, 2 improvement in uniformity over the results shown in Figure 4.8
s
K^ °
^ (corresponding to the broken field-curve in Figure 4.18) this is not
^ir
^
borne out . by the measurements, which show the same. kind of decline
-'`
^ s off axis, but now with appreciable astigmatism.^
M
t Further investigation of this. topic was prevented by the need
P.
i^ to get on with the. magnification testing. of IT^^3 which was delivered
I'
s
at that point, leaving a serious discrepancy 	 computation and.between s
i
;,
^^ experiment unexplained. 	 In the light of subsequent experience described G
^ -- in Section 4.3, it seems likelythat the. unaccounted factor in this a
^ =' experiment was	 effect of the tube on the magnetic field distribution,:.the^
^.
"y^ An experimental check was made on the field without
	
he tube, and goodi
k
^' agreement. with the computed: curve shown in Figure 4.1,8 was found.
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5. CAMERA TUBE TESTING
	
''?	 The original program of work was to conduct the testing of
camera tubes on the slow-scan test set ^Mode1 E154AJ). This idea was
modified because the. development of that test set to full operational
	
'"^`^	 status had been delayed by higher priority projects. The set is use-
	
^^	 able only in slow-scan mode 'which, while satisfactory for routine tube
	
,,^	 testing under standard conditions, is inconvenient for exploratory work
because of the. slow reaction of the monitor picture to control adjust-
ments. Instead we decided to begin testing on a different-test-set,
	
^ j ^	 operating at standard TV scan rates. This test set was assembled some
i
years ago in connection with development of the smaller WX31958 SEC
camera tube, a forerunner of the WX32193. We will refer to it here as
the WX31958 test set. A further change in work plan was occasioned by
the. fact that an operable WX32193 camera tube .did not become available
until very near the end of the contract. .Because of this delay i was
decided to Gtart the, test program with an available WX31958 camera tube,
Apart from a reduced image format of 25 x 25 mm, the image section of the
WX31958 is similar to that of the WX32193, with a focal length. of 11.8 cm
..: . and focus field strength of about $0 gauss. In combination with its own 	 ^ ;
:^
_test set it is a suitablevehcle for a preliminary look. at magnification
effects. The idea was to do exploratory work with this system and to
subsequently transfer an established magnification testcase to the slow
scan tes set , when a WX32193 tube was produced. 	 ^
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The WX31958 test-set restricts operation to the continuous
read/write mode, whereas the sequential read/write mode is more appropriate
to the LST application. The important difference to the magnification
^:_
study is that the sequential mode permits greater operational flexibility,
'd.	 r.
in that either section of the. tube can be turned off while the other section
is operating. Thus the field shaping requirements of the two sections .could
i^
	^^_^	 be considered completely independently of each other. In the continuous
	
'r }
	 mode on the other hand, the image section field shaping must be constrained
to blend smoothly with the uniform field of the reading section in the
	
i
	 target region. This would be an important consideration in the applica ion
	
^t
	 of field shapes such as are shown in Figure 3.12, as these would be likely
to introduce scan-distortions and beam landing problems in a camera tube
operating in continuous mode.. This is the background that motivated the
computational modelling discussed in Section 3.7.
^{
i^v
^^
f
WX31958. The,fmage section, while conceptually similar to that of the
	
^	 WX32193 is constructed differently, having the accelerator electrodes
a i
	_^	 mounted inside. a glass envelope. Figure 5.2 shows the camera head layout
f
	
-	 with focus coil asser. ►bly. ..There. area total of 17 coil segments each l"
'` ^	 long,.8 of which cover the image section. These coil .segments are of 6"j
'	 internal diameter. The scanning coils slide onto. an  inner cylindrical.
	
F g	 mount into which the reading section of the. tube fits. Between some of
f
	
	 the coil segments in the target region mumetal washers are used to reduce...a
-4	
YY
^	
y	 ^_
,^
	
ijl	 deflection field penetration into the image section. In this project no
particular attention was paid. to the effects. of these washers on the field.
q
shape ..
	
t	 5.2
^__
5.1 Tests of WX31958 Camera Tube
Figure 5.1 is a schematic showing the important features of the
^ ♦ 	 ^
.^
The e^cisting coil segrne^li s of	 the camera head shown in
Figure 5.2, together with .a specially wound cot.i ^^5, were connected. so
4
,^	 as to approximate the system shown in Figure 3.22..	 The five segments at
a
'IE	 the photocathode end were used to make up coils numbered 1, 2, 2A and
3, while the remaining segments: were left in series connection as coil ^^4,
covering the target region and reading section of the tube. 	 Goil ^^5 is
similar in design to that described in Section 4.1 for the image tube test-
^,
'	 ing, but with a larger outside diameter of .5.25 	 and corresponding increase F	 ,^
in turns to 1620.	 A schematic of the coil system and tube is shown in
Figure 5.3 (a).	 The coil segments at the photocathode end are different
r
from the remainder (not as implied in Figure 5.2, the same), and the turns
data for all the coils are known only approximately. 	 Therefore no attempt
' t	will be made here to relate experiment precisely with computation. 	 That
comparison has been adequately covered in Section 4.	 Using. the approximate
data the computer program OPTIM (see Section 3.6.1) was'used to set th^^ B-
4
field gradient at the photocathode, b^ _ - .23 cm 1 .	 The current in coil
a
4^4 was fixed such that the field. in the reading section is near uniform
and oppositely directed to that at the photocathode, for reasons discussed
F.
in Section 3.7.	 The coil strengths.. to do this with minimum power are shown
in amp/cm on the coils in Figure 5.3 (a).	 The resulting computed field
a
a distribution in the image section is shown in Figure 5.3 (b), with
^,
^^ Bc	 145 gauss,..which.	 sthe focus value for 8 KV opera ion.	 The •-
computed magnification is 2.96. '"^
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modification by magnetic materials in the tube. To obtain a reasonable
working voltage for the SEC ,target the coil currents were scaled by a factor
of about 1.25, whereupon the focus' voltage becaTne 6.4 KV. A photograph. of
the monitor screen resulting from this operation is shown in Figure 5.4(a).
The tube was overscanned, so that almost the entire target outline can be
seen on the monitor (this is almost clipped at the bottom by the camera mount,
but the target edge shading is ju5tivi^i.ble). This p rovides a reference
dimension in the target plane. )?.g'^ure S.4(b) is a similar photograph taken
during normal operation of .the tube (uniform coil currents 1 through 4,
w
a	 j
i^t^•"i 'he calculated currents the focus d
KV. This was attributed at the tulle to
experience sub:-.equently obtained with
is that it is related to magnetic field
s	 coil ^^5 turned off). Com arin the dimension of the central test{j	 p	 K	 pat tern. in
^E	 ^ ;^
;s,	 the two cases, with allowance for the displayed target size, the ratio of
}
^;	 )) magnification is found to be 3.29. Since in t<he normal mode the magnifica-
^^	 ^,
,;
_.! tion is about 0.9, Figure 5.4(a) would correspond to M = 3.0 as expected.
tr^_	 The. rotation between the two cases measured on the photographs is 74 degrees,.
`': ^g	 compared with a computed value. of 62. Figure 5.4(e) shows a third condition,
•
^	 ^	 intermediate to the other two, with M = 2.7. The distortions visible
^'^
	
	 ^	 in the .•figure arise from non-linearity of the reading-beam. scanning circuitry?lI !	 of the test-set, and possibly some misalignment of the tube in the coil ystem.
?^^
' r ^	 Both factors t^^zre subsequently. improved somewhat. Figure 5.5 shows: laterr
!i}^
j ,--^	 photographs taken ;^^ith a different test chart, the magnification. factor in
tj	 ] ' 1
x^ ..,
	
this 'case being 3<Z.
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With magnification, an immediate improvement in visual
resolution referred to the input was seen, to about 1800 TV lines/inch
at M = 3 comparEd with 1000 at M = -.9. This can be seen in Figure 5.6
where (a) shows a case (M = 2.8) in the over.^canned condition, and. (b)
the same case following rotation of the scanning coils, with the line
slightly underscanned so that detail. could be photographed. The top
line. of resolution elements in this picture. starts at 600 TV lines/inch
and progresses in 200 line step• to 2000 TVL/inch at the left. 1800 TVL/
inch is equivalent. to 36 line-pairs/mm, still along wa•^ from the
limit of the image-section which is about 100 LP/mm (see image-
intensifier measurements given in Figure 4.17). At either magnification
the observe3 resolution is largely limited by the l0 MHz bandwidth of
the. test-set, with a contribution from the reading beam. In the
magnified. mode the resolution. referred to the out ut is^ of course,
4	 somewhat less than in the standard mode, and so the improved resolution
^	
.
^
	
	 of center detail is obtained at the expense of total information content
of the transmitted picture.
.There .appeared. to be no unusual effects associated with operating .	r
in the magnifying mode., apart. from image rotation evident in the photographs.
A	
^	 ^ ^
^	 The reading beam focus and scanning were adjustable in the normal 	 ^,
,^	
.!
^.
e	 manner, and beam landing . quality ..appeared to be as good .;^s in the 	 ^
standard mode. Of course, use of the WX31958 tests .only the central
	 ;,
t.
part of the magnetic. field, and there could still be problems with the
reading beam conditions over the larger image format of the WX32193.
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The only problem with our setup was heating of the tube faceplate by
coil ^^5 which dissipates about 50 ar3tts in the M 3 condition.
Continuous operation time wa y restricted to avoid. any possibi;Lity of
damage to the tube and, with this precaution, no effects on tube
functioning due to the heating were observed. Reduction of the heat-
ing problem is discussed elsewhere.
Prior to the experiment shown in Figure 5.6 some special
.coils were wound and mounted on the system in positions 1 and 2, making
the final arrangement shown in Figure 3..22. .These are much. stronger
than the standard WX31958 coils, the intention being to provide a
greater range of test. conditions, possibly including the alternative case
of positive reading-section magnetic field discussed in Section 3.7.
The system proved to be less predictable than the image intensifier
tests, however, probably due to some interaction of the WX31958 with
the B-field distribution, and experimentation with alternative test
conditions was restricted by shortage of time,
'^	 k
t;	 5.2 Tests of WX32193 Camera Tube
t fl ^	 Rather late in the project a good operable WX32193 was
^^
'	 manufactured. This. was set up for testing in the WX31958 test-set.t. ,_^
,.
^^ ^	 With. the larger image format of this tube, problems were encountered
a
,^
"^, ^	 ^	 due tp the-liml^tations of the test-set. Insufficient power was available
,,	 ^	 ,
1	 4;	 : _:^
t	 to scan the 2" target under-the standard conditions and so it was decided
G
^^ ^^
	 to reduce the magnetic field strength in the reading section. To do this,
t^.
^^	 ^._j^ coil ^^4 in Figure. 3.22 was reduced to two 1" segments covering the target,
^.._3
x'^	 and the remaining segments back to the gun, referred to now as coil ^^4A,
!i	 _
ii "^	 were supplied independently with a lower current. Figure 5.7 shows
i
^<
^:	 ^^	 5.6
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3
photographs of the monitor screen taken with the tube operating
in (a) a unit magnification condition and (b) the same conditions as
were used for Figure 5.6 (a). The shading of the corners in both
pictures is due to poor collimation of the reading beam caused by
magnetic field non-uniformity in the region of the target. This is
the problem of matct4^,ng the write/read sections of the magnetic field,
discsssed in the introduction to Section 5. Here it is introduced
through choosing the current 1 4 to suit the image. section rather than
the reading section. Unfortunately, time was not available to repeat
this experiment or he trouble might have been eliminated. The magnifca-
tion factor in Figure 5.7 (b) appears to be about 3.4, surprisingly cif-
ferent from the . value 2.8 found when operating the. WX31958 with the. same
3
coil currents {Figure 5.6). The. photocathode voltage is also significantly
different.. The focal length of the WX32193-image section is 0.5 cm
greater than that for the WX31958, due to the faceplate mounting modifica-
tion (see Section 6),	 but this difference is too small to account for
the. observed performance discrepancies,. .This suggests strongly differing
interactions with the B-field distribution on the part of the two tubes.
The central spot in both pictures is not a target blemish but	 ``
a mark made on the input window to indicate the center. .Around this, for
purposes of setting image section magnification, are drawn a sequence of
concentric circles of diameters 1", 1.5", 1.8", and=2". These are vis ible
in F^gure_5.7 (a) where the . 2" circle. is arranged to justtouch the edges
of the target, indicating precisely unit magnification.. The :cause of the
white areas arou.^d the. edge in Figure 5.7 {b) is no known. Figure.. 5.8- 	 _
^:
shows measured NITF curves for. the central region of the mage at the two
5 7 *^
^`
___._ ^.^,
a..
u
..	 x	 v..
^^	 ''t^
^^
', magnification settings.	 Both curves probably reflect the band
f
I width limitation of the test-set more than the tube performance. °.
i	 ^,o In view of the relatively high resolution of the image section. (80 to
^	 --» 100 LP/mm referred to the input) it is not clear why the curves do not
i	 ,'^^ :F-,t'
differ more markedly. t	 ^,^
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^/^ 6.	 TUBE MANUFACTURE ^°
'^ The pro3ect plan budgeted for a total of six tube starts to
I
be made with. the Qlb^ective of ob aining at least one operable image,... .,	 ^
y	
5
intensifier and one operable camera tube, plus aback-up tube of each type ^	 tJ`
^,
if possible.	 Ignoring some false starts that ran into early difficulties,
six starts were finally logged, 	 Their fates are summarized in the follow-
,,' ing table (G =good, F =fail). ^
F °
` Start	 Aim	 Result	 Date	 Serial	 Comment ^^ ;,
1974	 No. ':
r%
t	 {
i
1	 IT	 G	 July	 7426811.	 IT^^1	 125 UA/ lumen
_
:..	 ^ 3
---^
,,,
2	 IT	 F	 July	 --	 Window fracture at heliarc
4
t
t'
3	 IT	 F	 Sept 13	 7435665	 IT^12	 leaked after tip-off °
4	 IT	 G	 Oct 6	 7444096	 IT^^3	 65 uA/lumen ^	 °'
5	 CT	 F	 Oct 11	 --	 Hot leak on pump
6	 CT	 G	 Nov 15	 7439955
	
CT4E1	 70 uA/ lumen
i
This represents a good overall record of success, the main flaw being
^z
the rather late timing of IT^^3 and CT^^1 which. caused the test: program .^	 ;.
^"
^^
to be squeezed at the end,:	 IT^^3 was vital because IT^^I gradually ^,'?
s
!,
E,
became gassy and-could not be operated under magnifying conditions.
^'„	 ^
^
G
A schematic of the. tube construction is given in Figure 6.1
I
which is	 pit at the axis, .the upper half showing details for the
l
I 	 i 	 ^:.
L-.
F
i
'
't
2i
".	 ^	 ^	 5I,
6.l
^
^^
u	 ^:
a
^^ J
GTX32193 camera tube image section with MgF 2 input window, and the
^•
`	 lower half showing details of the image intensifier with glass input
,`
window designed for this project. Differences between the two are
negligible for electron-optical considerations. From a constructional
viewpoint, the image intensifier design involves simply cutting short
the ceramic stack at the target mounting ring and terminating with a glass
	 ^. , 
Tr,
window/flange assembly similar to that. used at the input end. In the
camera tube two heliarc welds are involved, one at the window flange and the.
second at the junction of the image-section and reading section,
immediately to the left of the target., the latter being the final opera-
tion in assembling the complete tube. For the image intensifier an addi-
tional heliarc weld is involved to attach the output window assembly to
the ceramic stack assembly.
Problems were encountered with the heliarc welds at the two
3
ends of the intensifier. Start ^^2 was lost. when the input ^^indow
fractured while being attached to the completed ceramic assembly. The
design for the window. mounting was. subsequently modified as illustrated to
in Figure 6.2. In the modified foam the window flange is reversed, and
the window sealed on the opposite side. This increases the dYStance
between the window seal and the welding point, and provides better stress-
relief. In addition to this, improved heat-sink fixtures were employed
on he iarc welds subsequent. to Btart ^^2. This modification was applicable
to both windows. However, some output windows, with settled phosphors,
mounted. according to the. original design remained from: the. batch. made early in
r
s
I
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the project., and these were. used up, relying on the new heat-sinks to
prevent problems. Start 4^3 was successful in this. respect (b u;.
failed for other reasons). An attempt at Start 4^4 was aborted ^^^hen its
output. window cracked during the weld. At this point a new batch of
phosphors was settled on windows mounted according to the modified
design,. and the problem did not recur in Starts 4, 5, and 6. Figure. 6.3
shows photographs of IT4^2 with (a) the input window mounted in the
modified manner and (b) the output window according to the original
design. The modification adds 0.2" to the internal length of the tube
at each end, increasing the photocathode-target distance from 11.8 cm
(IT 4^1) to 12.3 cm in IT ^^2 and CT #1, .and to 12.$ cm in IT ^^3. The
appendage at the side of the tube contains the passive getter. Itt the
case of IT 4^1 the appendage has been tipped off but, as that tube developed
gas problems during use, it was decided to leave the appendage on subsequent
intensifier tubes. The camera tubes have the getter at the gun end.
IT^^2 was really lost during manufacture when a fault opened.
in one of 'the kovar rings at the middle heliarc weld. 	 This was simply
a chance. material failure and so did not raise any design questions. ^^ x
The leak was sealed sufficiently for processing to be-completed, but the
tube remained operablefor only a short time after tip-off. 	 Start ^^5 5
F
appeared to be a good. camera tube when assembled but developed a leak
during bake-^^ixt and could not. be pumped down.	 Out of the oven, the
leak was .not ::n e^zdence and so could not be traced.	 and the tube^ ^ ,
was finally scrapped.
t.
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^' ^^-'	 7. CONCLUSIONS
Computational Accuracy.	 The experimental. results from
^
^^t	 the. image tubes ( Section 4) confirm the validity and usefulness of '.the
	
^^^	 computational modelling. However, it was found that the magnetic
is	 , t
field distribution in the coil system may be appreciably modified by
N	 ^
^	 a	 l
^;	 the presence ^f the tube. To obtain the highest ' accuracy allowance
^^
must be made nor this, either by the use of more sophisticated B-field
;j
computation, or by making use of empirical B-field data (as described
V;	 -.
	
S	 in Section 4.4)
.^	 _ Standard Operation WX32193.	 .The performance of the WX32193j'	
''^ image section is degraded. by non-uniformity of the B-field provided by k-
.^
,
^l the standard co31 system.. 	 This effect is severe. enough to contribute, to
7
?7
^t j
resolution non-uniformity in the complete camera tube.	 Improvement in `_'
^' the coil design is desirable to improve B-field uniformity in the region
it
^'
i,	 ^
near the photocathode. 	 Such design work should take into account the
^{
j^	 `-^
I'
influence of the kovar flange on which the window is mounted.	 A simple: ^_
r	 ^ expedient might be to extend. the coil at the front, or to boost the cur-
j^	 ?	 1 P
ii	 - rent to the front coil. section.^
i
f
i	 ^ The electrode design is capable of . .providing a highly uniform ^:
r	 ^^
^^	 d	 ,,z
E-field, provided the right voltages: are applied,	 The design modification x
^k	
—
^` to the input window mounting (see Section 6) results in increased
^
;l	 f	 ^
'	 ^^
^
spacing from photocathode to first electrode, which may need to be
^,
£ ,
i^
Si r.-
' figured-into the .voltage selection.
`;	 ^	 ^
P
^
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Requirements for High Magnification. The B-field characteristics
necessary to achieve high magnification are primarily high field strength
`{
	
with sharp negative slope at the object. plane. The field should drop to
3
a low level in the firsS: 1/3 to 1/2 of the tube length and remain low
n,
	 (either positive or negative) from. that. point. to the target (as ex-
emplified by Figure 4.15). Detailed shaping of the tail of the. curve
{A,
	 can provide a degree of control over aberrations, but also adds to the
!R
power demand. However, the field shapes determined purely on a minimum-
power basis do appear to provide a good overall standard of image quality.
.,
	
The image section length essentially determines how high a
magnification. can be achieved and also. the power requreanent. This has not
been stressed in the body of the. report, because the tube resign was regarded
as frozen.. The form of the field. shape exemplified by E'igiire 4.15 sugges;^s
a strong magnetic lens close to the photocathode, with relatively field-free
space out to the target.. Moving the target further away increases the
image distance, permitting higher magnification for a given lens strength..
Thin is sufficiently important to warrant example. In allowing for increased
length.. from 11.8 to 12.8 cm in Section 4.4, it was found that for a fixed
operating voltage (6 KV) the magnification increased from 3.b1 to 3...69
(2%) and . the power. reduced. from 36.0 to 32.7 watts (9%).
M	 The use of non.-uniform E-field can be advantageous. It is found
^i:
^	 that shaping the E-field so that it is strong. at the photocathode, but
1	 diminishes towards the target, can help to achieve higher magnification for a
given coil power. 'The advantages are dependent on circumstances and must be
^	 weighed against practical considerations of switching both electrode voltages..
and: coil currents in the LST environment. This effect should be kept in mind
4i	 as: a design. ool.
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^^ 1
	^	 Practical bemonstration. 	 The image intensifier experiments
	
^	 have demonstrated a magnification of 4 with good image quality over the
.^
50 x 50 mm image format, for an actual power consumption of 64 watts at
.,
5.2 KV. For operation at 8 KV the power would increase, in proportion,
to 98 watts. The B-field. shape used in the experiment, is considered to
E3 ^^
	^^^':^	 be close. to an optimum asregards the power demand for this magnification
(given this particular tube geometry). Hence, efforts to reduce the power
	
^%	 should concentrate on Che coil design, where considerable improvement is
w^
	
`: ^	 likely to be possible. The B-field design approach for the demonstration
^^
concentrated mainly on power reduction, and the good image quality appeared
_^
	3_p	 as a bonus. As compared to the standard operation of the tube, the resolu-
	
--	 tion uniformity is improved. Figure 4.17 shows . 60 LP/mm at the edge and
.^ 30 LP/min in the corner of the image format at 5.2 KV {observed figures
{°lam
	^^^	 referred to photocathode). At 8 KV the corner figure should come closer to
40 LP/ mm. In addition, Figure 4.16 shows that the radial . distortion is
decreased to a negligible level, while the 8-distortion is not much changed,.
- i and is in any case probably less than that arising from the scanning system
of the camera tube.
	
The results of Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5 suggest that some
improvement in resolution uniformity might be obtainable but the increase in
power demand is likely to be large.
Zoom Capability.	 Although not demonstrated it can.. be assaxted
on the basis of the computations that the above performance could: be essentially
:maintained over intermediate magnification values: 	 The coil currents would be
^	 st:
programmed-on curves like those shown in Figure 3.16.	 Fi•^ e separate coils were.
used. in the study to provide flexibility. 	 For the. type of B-field curves.^
^^
,,
^:
^^
,.,4
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yam,_..	 ^	 _^;'
^^
N^
.i
.^
^^	 '
considered,. the number of variables could be reduced by combining coils,^
.,
^^3 and 4, at a small cost in total power.. 	 Coils ^^l and 5 also might be
combined., leaving only 3 variables for the image section control.
	 This c
+^
^i	 I
is the minimum number for wide range zooming because the negative contribu- ''.
^	 -^•r tion of coil ^^2 is essential-to high magnification,
Reading-Section Requirements.
	 The reading-section focus cur-
r	
,^
'^
^	
j^.
.^
rent would be a separate consideration from the above -operating in continuous
Y
°^ read/write. mode would necessitate four distinct currents (three variable).
i b
For the sequential write/read operation most of the coil_coYering-the xead-
.#
.	
^,	 '; ing section could be-:turned off during writing, or it could be left on.
	 The
last image control section (coil 4^4 in Figure. 3.14) overlaps the target
^^
,:, and would adjust for eithex condition.	 An advantage of the type of B-field ^
.j
^. shape suggested. (Figure 4.15) is that it lends itself to good matching with ^
^..
,; the reading-section field.. 	 Development wark could be done using the continuous
k ' mode, which is convenient., and the final. result would be applicable in either ^
9
' continuous o •r sequential modes.
_^
The camera tube testing did not indicate any interference with y
reading section performance due to the image-section field shaping...
However, :operation of the WX31958 tested only a 1" image diameter, and so
,y
._	
`'
leaves open the question of beam landing .
 quality outside of that area.1
^'
^:
,,
The WK3^193 tests on the WX31958 test-set.. were not adequate to give valid
-	
_
"'
`.
j
reformation on that subject.
	 It is safe .
 to assert that any matching
problem revealed by'further camera-tube tests could be overcome by
t
tailoring. the image section field .
 shape, without significant effect on "	 -.
i
-the zoom capablitq.
	 This would_probab y involve lifting the nail. of the
'^
7.4^^^
^ :^
^	 .'	 reduced by attention to the individual coil winding design. 	 ;,
it	 ^	
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^'^.^ emphasized that the. only relevance of this is to Che convenience of
s,	 ^
`^ development. in continuous. mode.
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Power/Heat Problem.	 The most significant problem to be over-
I
.- come in the power demand of the magnifying mode. 	 The dissipation of 50
s	 ^
"	 ^ watts in coil ^^5 (8 KV operation) close to the photocathode is probably
i	 ^	 ^ a greater problem than the overall. requirement of 98 watts.	 To measure
.,.
f' the extent of the temperature problem an experiment was run with a dummy
^ image tube in the system. for an extended period of operation with a thermo-
^'f	 y
h
couple taped to the center of the fa:cepiate. 	 The. temperature was found
^^ to reach 60oC after 1 hour and nearly 80°C after a further hour...... It is
1
^ clear, that this is, the crucial consideration. in relation to the LST
(	 ^''-
because for low-1ig'ht-level viewing the photocathode must be kept cool in
f	 '' order to minimize noise produced by thermionic emission. 	 In this'i
F --^
^
experiment no precautions were taken to minimize the temperature. rise.
_C	 ^	 ^
^'^-' Goi1 4^5 was pushed close to the input .window with only a thin plastic
4
washer between for electrical:3nsulation.
^€
E There are three aspects to overcoming this problem. 	 Firstly,
^^
..
measures can be introduced to. remove heat .generated close to the input
window.	 Secondly, the distribution of the power dissipation can be changed.
so as to load .coil ^^5 less, 	 Thirdly, the.overall power level can,be
-,.
i
s
`.
.^
In respect of the first of these., our test. system is clearly
back, as can be seen f. •rom Figure 4.3. To conduct heat away from the tube 	 ^^
the coil mounting cylinder would be metal instead of plexiglass, possibly	 ,^
.,
with fins between the segments. This would 'he extended as a shield
between coil'^^5 and the faceplate, including the inside cylindrical 	
., F
surface of the coil, :and an insulating layer added to reduce conduction 	
's
and radiation to the window..	 -'
Power distribution could be improved by optimizing the. coil 	 .^
arrangement in a more careful design process. The. power to coil ^ f 5 could
be reduced by loading ^E 1 more, even though this leads. to some increase
in total power. The scope for reduction of total power is quite large since
our `test coils were found to e^issipate 1.8 times. the calculated ^^al.ue
based. on the "solid copper" model (see Section 4.4). The use of thicker
wire permits a good regular winding to be obtained without the need for
inter-layer wrappers, and the above figure could approach 1.25, a 30%
saving.
Still further sco a exists for ower reduction in the use ofp	 p
.iron.. Based on the results. of Section 3.5 a factor of 2 reduction in 	 ;_
tre p^c^^r to c.oit ^fc in rartir_ular, seems. a relsonable expectation. A 	 ^^
possible disadvantage to this approach-.may be complication of 'the design
problem for the . unit magnification case, as the iron .may make it difficult
to achieve the desired uniformity of field. However, this problem may
already exist due to the kovar elements of the tube (see Section 4.5). In 	 ,,
A.
summary, there are. good grounds for optimism that the. photocathode. heating 	 ^
problem can be overcome. 	 '^
^^
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Stability.	 In the unit. magnification case, power supply
a
stability tolerances were established as 0.25% on the coil currents, and
^,
I
^ ^^ 0.5% on the high voltage.
	 These are probably conservative because our
^^- viewing methods were of higher capability than the reading section of the
l
lm^ camera tube.	 The corresponding measurements were not made in the magnified
I$
^^ condition owing toshortageoftime.
	 Five separate current-regulated power "';{,
^ ^'Y .^ supplies were used for the coils, and there appeared to be a slight. stability
_,. --^^,
problem with two of them due to temperature rise in the supplies themselves. ^	 .^
^ ^ ^
3t
^F
The impression gained is that this is not likely to be a severe problem,
:^
a	 ; but further work would be necessary to enable amore quantitative answer
^
,i
1^
^
_
to lse given.
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$. RECOMMENDATIONS 	 ^ i'
The results presented are sufficiently encouraging to warrant
serious consideration of the .^,00m capability for the LST camera tubes..
The form of magnetic field used for the. image intensifier demonstration 	 ^
r
(Figure 4.15) should be used as the basis for serious design work on a
tactical coil system,. because of the good all-round performance described.P
The central problem to be solved is that of heat dissipation, and strong 	 ^ "
grounds for optimism on this have been outlined.
It is suggested that consideration be given to increasing the
^.
length of the image section of the WX32193 by some moderate amount (e.g. 1".)
^,	 Benefits would accrue ircn; this in respect of newer requirEmer.ts and
	 ,.
image uniformity, at_ no real cost otY;er than the slight increase i.r.
^	 physical. bulk. The electron optical trade-eff is center resolution
^	 ;.E	 reduction as the electric field strength. is reduced. Since in the present
.condition the center resolution capability at 8 KV is in excess of
	 ^ ,
15Q 1p/mm, a reduction of. 25% w •oul.d not be observable in the overall
camera tube performance. A powex saving of over 20% might be obtained
^.	 t ^:
atM=4.
`'..	 resign cti^ork on the coils stZauld take into account the.. effect
	 ^`,^`
a	
of the kovar tube elements air the field shape. Computationally
 this
i.m^^Ii,es tY^at ^1r ;^pproacl:< suc^: as is rlescrbed in Sect:[an '.5 should be
^^
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'? " U 	adopted on a more serious scale. This would allow a realistic
^^'^
optimization of coil shapes, positior;s, and loadings, to be performed
^^	 ^	 ^ ^
I
{^^	 ^! ^,^	 with the objective of reducing the power in coil ^^5. A 10% reduction
^I	 ^^
^•^^	 can reasonably be expected. In addition, with. improved coil winding
tf	 ^^
'i ^	 it should be possible to increase. the efficiency of all the coils by 20%.
}^
^^ ^^^^	 Using these conservative estimates, the power requirements for M 	 !t
r	 z	 ^
^	 x^	 reduce to 29 watts in coil ^^5, and 60 watts total.
=K • ' 1
.^
'	 ^	 l	 Further substantial. power reduction r^.ght be achieved by the
E ^ ^ ; _ k	 use of iron shielding to concentrate the field strength near the photo-
i `	 ^	 cathode. The ^:;^mputational development suggested in the preceding^^
	,^^	 paragraph would permit a detailed study of this possibility. Should it
t^	
;^	 prove practical, a power reduction of 50% could be expected in coil ^^5,
.;	 l	 A
Y;.	 ^	 and perhaps overall. 	 In conjunction with this, careful consideration-
I'	 ,^ ^,^	 should be given to the impact of magnetic material on the achievement of
^	 ^
•^	 a uniform field for the unit magnification condition. The requirements
•'	 i a^	 for improved performance. in the standard mode of operation may conflict
^	 i	 :_
'	 ^	 with those for power reduction in the magnifying mode.
^	 j
.^
i	 ^	 On the experimental side, construction •of the coil system
C	 '^^	 should incorporate measures for removing heat from the tube and dissipat-1	 ^	 ,^
^	 ^	 ing it to the outside. Further experiments with the image intensifier
..^
^^	 `^	 system could be conducted to quantify the power supply stability demands
+	 i
^^ ^-	 of the high magnification. mode of operation.
^^
Y^ f.^
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#?'^^ APPENDIX 1	 ELECTRON OPTICS COMPUTATIONla
^i
a^
^
^
,^,^s
The computational analysis of an electron-optical system involves
;f
; i
fj	 '' #^f
three distinct computations: (a) electrostatic field distribution,
F	 .
^'
_^
(b) magnetic field distribution, and (c) ray tracing. 	 The main aspects
^^ ^
^'^ of the program package used in this contract in relation to these tasks R
i;' are briefly described in the following.
^ ^
tj
Y
.,_
G^
'^ Al.l	 Electrostatic Field Computation
.
,.
,{
it
This involves the solution of the Laplace equation in an
^
a^
r
^^,., axially symmetric system when the electrode shapes and voltages are
^^
^ a t^
'^ specified.	 The method of over-relaxation is employed.	 The-.meridian . 7,
;} a
-
plane .. of the system is overlaid with afinite-difference net as shown in
1
i^
ti
r Figure 3.1, and. the solution is sought in the form of .the array of
y
values of the electrostatic potential at the mesh points. 	 The relaxation
i^ z method is an iterative technique whereby successive approximations to the
f:}t
,^ solution are systematically improved.	 The electrode shapes are specified
file'
^` ^ to the computer as data so that the mesh points corresponding to them
''
ii can be held fixed at the specified voltages during this process. 	 The
'` E,	 ^ iteration continues until the changes in the solution at successive `	 -4
cycles become negligible.	 The solution then obtained is an approximation e
i'
`!^
;
^
^ µ
to the true solution of the Laplace equation, with. errors that depend LL
1`
^^'^ on the fineness of the. net employed, and.. the magnitude of the field f
:,
4;
r
,.' derivatives.' When.. the field is nearly uniform a relatively coarse
`
^!
,;
^:
ti
^
,^.,
^.
Al.l
-
^	 '^,
,,
...
	 ..
f1
_	 >:
--^-^
t
j^l
relaxation net can provide acceptable accuracy, as is the case in
Figure 3.1. .3
The array of potential values representing the solution is
stored in the computer for later use by the ray-tracing program. To
j
compute the forces acting on an electron at a general point in the field,
the ray-tracing program uses numerical interpolation and differentiation	
^#
	
?	 ,
formulas on this two-dimensional data array.
A1.2
	
Magnetic Field Computation
4,
`	 The data required by the ray-tracing program to define the ..J
magnetic field distribution-is none-dimensional array of valt^^s, "^	 ^	 ^:
representing the field strength. at equally spaced intervals along the
axis of sytmnetry. 	 The magnetic field components B r , B z at a, .general
i	 field point r,z are expressible in terms of the. on-axis distribution
;3
'r
B(Z) as t
B	 = B(z) - r2	 B(Z)(z) 
+ ra	
B (4) (z) ..,
	
(Al.la; -
z	 4	 64
T	 (i)	 x'3	 {3)	 r5'	 (5)
Br = _ 2
	
B	
^Z) + i8	 B	 (z) - 384	 B	 (z)' ...	 (Al.lb)
..^
`	 The ray-tracing program uses numerical interpolation and differentiation
-^
"1:
._^
^	 of the data array in conjunction with these equations in determining
the forces on an electron a 	 a general field point.	 The reason this
yapproach is applicable is that all the sources of the magnetic field
(coil current density) are a long way from the axis, and ray-tracing is '--^	 ;
..^
A1.2
,} 3
^- ^
_^	 ,_.^	
_
a
"	 C ;
L'<a
A
I
^.
k
e
F
S^n
F w
^ 1,.
1!
t
confined to a relatively paraxial region.. The same technique is available
for the electric field in principle, but is invalidated for this appli-
cation by the presence of electrodes at the. axis (photocathode and target)
introducing discontinuities in the axial field distribution. Hence
the need far the two-dimensional .data array described for the electric
t
field. The ray-tracing program normally uses terms up to the fourth 	
_	
<
9i
derivative in equations (Al.l). In this pro^^ct `checks were made on	 '
the adequacy of this in representative cases, by dropping the fourth 	 '
derivative terms .and. confirming no significant change in results.
The magnetic field computation problem is therefore to set up
the axial data array. Three ways of doing this have been described in 	
F
Section 3.2. In the cases of purely algebraic axial definition, and of	 r
definition by solenoids without iron, the computation is simple and is
incorporated into the ray-tracing program as a preliminary task. The
third facility supplied is for direct input of the axial data, The
data in this case may be empirical as in Section 3.3, or it :nay be
obtained by means of a computation separate from the ray-tracing. The
latter was the case in the 'analysis of the effects of . iron pole-pieces	 '
^.
described in Section 3.6.
' . -^	 A1.3 ^ Tracing
-The computational problem of ray-tracing is the integration
,.
of .the equations of motion of an electron in electric and magnetic
^^	 field distributions defined. a^, above. This. is accomplished in a
straghtforward'stepping technique,. algebraic details of which have been
is
^	 e. ^^
^^
i	 A1.3
^^i	 sI{	 ^
^^	
-----
^^	 _	 .V . ^,
_: ^^:^^,.^_^^,,,wn ter__ __.._._-^	 ,.	 .^
,ri
;y
..
R
published elsewhere {See Reference 2).	 It is appropriate to
b
discuss here some of the more practical aspects of the problem. 	 Ray- -"
,^^ tracing is only a means to an end, the end being an expression of the
P
.^ imaging qualities in a fairly concise way.	 An important concept in
connection with this, is that of differential ray-tracing, which is the ^	 j
m ,..^.,
` technique of computing first-order ray differences, or neighboring _,°
^., paths in a truly limiting sense.	 Consider the computation of the first- .-^
S
order paraxial focus in the image intensifier problem. 	 This is defined i
I'^ by an electron emitted from the center of the photocathode in a direction
'^
tangential to the surface, with a vanishingly small emission velocity j
_.
v	 (zero axial component of emission velocity). 	 Computers cannot handle ;o
3
" vanishingly small numbers with good accuracy, but on the other hand, if ^
,,,
^ vo is chosen too. large then the . computation may stray so far from the
i
^,
axis that the result obtained is affected by spherical aberration, which
y is a third-order effect. 	 This can present the user with problems, }^	 r
The differential technique involves. the formulation of the numerical
method in such a way that only . first-order effects are 311owed to
enter into the computation.. 	 Higher order terms are excluded from the
j
equations and so cannot affect the result regardless of the choice of )
vo, which becomes simply a ^--paling factor chosen far computational
y
^,; convenience . 	 The radial coordinate r c o f the p^^th .computed in th:i^s way
S
lr is directly proportional to vo and is related to the actual coordinate _,^	 °;:
Ii ra of an electron in	 system by.the <-.
F
rc/vo = .^a
	
(ra/ o)
	
(A1.2)
I^
^
O
..	 ^.
).	 ^	 :`.
-.-^„_-- fi--
;..
.	 ^	 ^
^,,	 .._
?^
I	 L;
^''
.
k', *^ The point at 4ahich r^ becomes zero is the. true first-order focus
{,	 ^_
^1	 ^	 ^i (ignoring truncation errors due to the stepping in erval size).
^	 •',
^	 ^^	 ^^
^
In application to this project, the first task of the ray-
:	 ^+:
^
' ^
4
tracing program is to establish a first-order paraxial focus at the
,^ user-specified target position. 	 It does this by adjusting the magnetic
;..a field strength in an iterative loop..	 The user supplies a starting guess
for B^, the. field strength at the cathode. 	 The data array defining the
^^ ^ field distribution shape is immediately scaled to conformity with this
' ^
^	 r
value, and the first-order focus is computed.. 	 The result is compared 	 ^,
.^
^^ with the specified target position and anew-estimate for B c is	 ^''
g
j
Y calculated to bring the two into . closer agreement. 	 This process is
^^ repeated until the focus is close enough to the target--a tolerance. of
1j
^s 0.1 mm typically requires four or five iterations.	 With this focus
,;; field strength. set, the program then proceeds to compute the imagingi ^^
,,
i `' properties of the system in the plane of the paraxial focus.
^ ^ The first property is paraxial magnification, which is computed
j ^`': by the differential. technique.	 Consider a principal ray leaving. the
'^ photocathode at radius r in and arriving at the focal . plane at radius
^	 ^
rout (the principal ray from an object point is defined as the path
E^; ^ followed by an electron emitted with zero energy from that point). 	 The
s t
r}	 3( paraxial magnification..is defined asH
,
B
M	
/t
	
(routgrin)	 (A1.3)k ^
^.^
o	
r^ } 0
in
^^
f.^
This limit is computed directly.
;x-,l
-
-
,,
e
Al . 5	
3
,\
^,^.
--
1
a
The off-axis imaging properties are computed for a set of -
4 ',, object points defined by the user. 	 Typically about six points would be ^
i
specified across tre object field, usually on the. x-axis (defined as in
Figure 2.1).	 For each object point the. principal ray is computed. i
M ^"	 p	 '^
This is anon-differential computation that uses field strengths determined. !	
^
locally at the electron position, and therefore incorporates the com-
f
^ p ete aberrations of the system. 	 The position where this path crosses ^^-^
r-^
the paraxial focal plane is accurately determined,. and from it are ^	 ^1
calculated the magnification and rotation, and hence the distortion
values, according to the definitions given in Section 2. 	 Concurrently
##
1
with the principal ray, two "secondary" rays are computed differentially ^'.
r,
with. respect. to it.	 Each of these is for an electron with emission ^
velocity v	 tangential to the cathode surface, one. being. radially
0 3
C
directed and the other perpendicular to that (A- directed). 	 These rays.
^	 !, reveal the first-order departures d from. the. principal ray, which
determine the resolution relating to - the object point.	 The reason for
having. two secondary rays is the astigmatic effect mentioned in
Section. 2.	 At the paraxial focal plane, each d value implies a value for
thefirst-order confusion disk diameter dl used in equation (2..9) to
.s
obtain the resolution estimates for the radial and tangential directions....:
^t: No computations are carried out. for. electrons emitted with
iron-zero normal-velocity components. 	 These. relate to chromatic `
aberration, .which is a second-order effect universally riefinPd by ,~^
equation (2.7).
	
This is directly .calculable from. knowledge of the E_
field strength at the object point, and so does not require anyray-tracing...
A1.6
,Y
;.
T: ^	 ^
,.,_
N
	^ i	 }^	 An additional second-orler (in v o) effect is the coma which ideally
.r
	
'^^^	 would be computed. for off-axis points and figured into the resolution
^^
':
^^ ;1 ^1	 estimates. The program has not been developed to do that, and it is not.
	
''	 known how important. that contribution might 'ne.
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APPENAIX 2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNI L'B
Program OPTIM mentioned. in Section 3.6.1 searches. for coil
currents that establish a set of field conditions (constraints)
specified by the user, with the minimum possible power. The main
computational tool used to do this is the .
 general optimization subroutine
PATternsearch. {5^ Consider a problem of five geometrically fixed solenoids
wherein we wish to hold specified values F c
 and B` for the strength
and gradient of the magnetic field. at the cathode. Let I., j = 1
	 5
J
be the current variables. Let h j and gj
 be the field and gradient at
the cathode produced by unit current in the jth coil when all other
coils are turned off. 13y the superposition principle, the field and
gradient at the cathode fora general set. of current values will be
5
._.--.
B = ^	 h.I.
J = 1
(A2.1)
5
	
B, - ^ ...	
I	
r
c	
^ ....	 gj J
j = 1
In order to apply. two constraints, use must be made of two of the
variables--say I4 and I5 . Giwen any. set. of values I1, I 2 , I3 , values
of I4
 and I S
 can be computed such that B c
 B^ and B^ = B^. From
1
A2.1} we have	
-} ;
..
) ;^
	
A2.1	
`"	 i„
_ .,_^	 ^	 _.._	 ... ..	 _	 ^	 _. ._,^
	
._ _
	
^,	
n„
,^
_ . .	 _	 ._	 _	 _x	 _ ^	 _	 _.
'^
^' P
R
^a
	
^. ^	
3ry
h4 I4 + h 5I5 = B c
 — ^ _ hJ 1Jl	
^^	 -^  1
3 (A2.2)
l g4L4 + g5I 5	 B^ — ^	 g^I^
L
--
! s
,,1 j = 1
,^Y^,,,,,b
^
,,	
f
which can be solved for I 4 , I5 .	 In the search process I l , I 2 , I3 can be
^ varied freely--they define athree-dimensional search space.
	 For a
`a
4
chosen point in the space, values of I^{ and IS are. computed from
i
equation (A2.2), and the power . into the system is calculated as
.I	 ^
1	 r
!^ s
ti
^;
''
W(Il,I2,I3) =
	 >	 I ?R,	 (A2.3)J J
y,
^a
;^ where R, are the coil resistances. 	 This is called the penalty function,.J
i
which has a unique value for every point in the search. spade.
	 Subroutine.
^^' PAT is set up to receive a value for the penalty function (from the user
^C program) in return for a set_ofcoordinates ( I l , I2, I3):	 Given a
I
'.^ starting guess by the user it moves through the. search space in a
`,r#
1^ systematic way reducing the penalty until it can. find no further improve-
^'s
`;	 ^
I
; _, ment.
?
Program OPTIM computes the coil strength coefficients
=:i
'	
^^^^ h^, g^ and resistances R^ from the geometrical coil data.
	 A separate	 I
subroutine is set up, callc4 by PAT:, which. takes any given coordinate^^
I
^^;^ set ( I 1 , L2 , I 3) and. returns the corresponding value of W.
	 Inequality
it ^
µl
,;
,prp A2.2
9 I^	 '
!G
II ...;
^,,,
1, i
d
r
i
constraints are imposed on the search variables used by PAT. These are
'+	 ^	 specified by the user as maximum and minimum values for each variable,
;^
^f^	 and define a bounded. region to which the search is restricted. Note 	 ,:^
	
^.^^	 that in this application I 4 and I5 , computed by solving equations (A2.2),
cannot readily be restricted. Care was taken in running the problems
7
described. in Section 3.6, to choose for PAT variables those coil 	 ^ ^,^
`	 currents most likely to need limitation. In the event, only coil ^^5 	 ^
^^
	w	
was found to hit its limit., set at about 200 amp/cm 2 .	 ^ ,
,
^	 'the description given can readily be extended for additional
'"`
field constraints. Up to lour were employed in this project, reducing
^`
the search space to one dimension.. 	 ^3
q
^^	 H	 t{.	 ^	 ^	 ,
,^^
h
^^
^"
APPENDIX 3 MTF COMPUTATION
Given a line-spread function (LSF) y(x) for an imaging
system or component., measured with the aid of a slit whose width is
small in relation to the modulation frequencies of interest, the
modulation transfer function (MTF) is given by the Fourier transform:
i,
	 ^
g	 ^	 p
	
^ ^	 Rff)	 A	 Y(x) cos(2^rfx)dx	 (A3.1)	 ^
t
	
j
^
	_....
where A is a normalizing constant, sea to make R(o) 	 1, and f is
^	 _y
	 ^	 frequency. -The. units of f are the nuerse of those of x.: The I,SF
measurements are described in detail in Section 4.1. Typically 20 to
	
+.;^	 30 data points are taken from the measured profile, equally spaced from
x = 0 to, some maximum xl such that-y{x l) is a few percent of y(0}, The
	
^^	 MTF ro ram fits a cubic s line a roximation x to the iven data 	 ,P g	 P	 PP	 y( )	 g^
	
_	 ^values, replaces. the upper limit of integration in equation (A3.1) by
:..
(6)
x l , and employs exact algebraic expressions	 for the approximate MTF
j
	
!-^	 xl
^	 R(f) = A	 y(x) cos(2^rfx)dx	 (A3.2)
^t
,o
	^^	 evaluated at,a range of values of f specified by input.
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FIGURE 5 4 Monitor Screen Photographs of WX31958 Test
(a) M = 3
(b) M = .9
(c) M = 2.7
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FIGURE 5.5 Monitor Screen Photographs of WX31958 Test
A
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(a)	 M = 0.9
VP^ _ - 8.1 KV
I 1 = I 2 	I 3 = I 4 = 2.9 amp
I 5
 = 0
Reading Section: VG2 = 200
Vmesh = 400
(b)	 M = 3.2
V.P^ _ - 5.1 KV
I 1 = 2.9 amp
I 2 = = 1.5
I 3
 = - 1.75
-2.914=
I 5
 = 1.3
VG3	 = 150
V	 =	 17
targ
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FIGURE 5.6_ `lc.nitor Screen Photographs of WX31958 Test
VPC = - 5.2 KV	 I1 = 2.5 amp
I 2 =- .9
I3 = - 1.8
I 4 = - 2.9
J 5 = 1.0
Reading Section: VG2 = 320 VG3 =	 160
Vmesh - 300 Vtarg
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(a) OVERSCANNED
(b) LINE UNDERSCANNED
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FIGURE 5.7 Monitor Screen Photographs of WX32193 Test
(a) M = 1.0 (b) M =	 3.4
VPC = - 6.8 KVVPC = - 7.8 KV
I1 = 2.5 amp
I 1 = I 2 = 1.1 amp I2=I4A =-	 .9I2^=2.1
I3 = - 1.8
I 3 = I 4 3.0
I4 = - 2.9
0.61 4A =
Reading Section
VG2 = 300 VG3	 =	 20 VG2 = 300	 VG3 =	 35
Vmesh = 360 Vtarg =	 15 Vmesh
370	 Vtarg =	 15
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i FIGURE 5.8 WX32193 Measured MTF Curves for Two Magnifications
(Resolution Referred to Input). 	 Operating Conditions
as Defined in F^ure 5.7
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FIGURE 6.1 WX32193 Image Section Construction
Upper - For Camera Tube
Lower - For Image Intensifier
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{ FIGURE_6.2	 WX32193 Window .Mounting
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FIGURE 6.3	 Ima e Intensifier ^^2
^'] (a) Input End	 - Modified Window Mounting`	
^(^ (b) Output End - Original Window Mounting
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